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Nattural Knowledge in CultuLral Context: 
The Manchester Model 

ARNOLD THACKRAY 

"We are cultural beings, endowed with the capacity and the 
will to take a deliberate attituLcde toward the world and to 
lend it significance."' 

"Science, essentially, is the form of cognition of induistrial 
society."2 

FEW QIJESTIONS ARE NMORE fuLndamental to the modern world than the rela- 
tionships of science, technology, and society. XVhole areas of argulment and 
action depend on one's manner of apperceiving those relationships. This 
is so whether society is viewed in terms of its physical well-being, political 
stability, social contentment, deiimoographic profile, medical systems, eco- 
nomic growth, military preparedness, or cognitive and cLltuLral orientations. 
That much is banal. It is almost as banal to point to an associated, par- 
tially reflexive historical concern with the interactions of science, tech- 
nology, and society. This concern has fed on a b)Lrgeoning interest in the 
origins and adolescence of what have comiie to be seen as the fully matuLred or 
even postinduLstrial societies of the XVest. Furthler sustenance has been 
provided by recent analyses of the possible fuitures as well as the present 
natuire of induistrialized society. A vhole division of Mlarxist literatuire comes 
wvithin, but does not exhauist, this category. And, to a degree as yet incipient 
rather than actuLal, historical in(quiry draws on the experience of improvers 

Versions of this essay weire offered( to the Oxfor(d University seminar in economic history, the 
seminar in sociology of science at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, the seminiar in history 
of science at Imperial College, London, aln(l the 1973 meetinig of the A.mericani Historical Asso- 
ciation in San Francisco. I am grateful to each grouip for helpful (liscussiolls. I. Bernard Coheln, 
joseph Ben-David, Yehti(la Elkana, Schmuel N. Eisensta(dt, Rupert an(d Marie Boas Hall, Thomnas 
S. Kuhn, Peter Mathias, Everett 1. Men(lelsohn, Jack B. Morrell, Barhara G. Rosenkrantz. an(l 
Edward Shils oflere(l thoughtful encouragement. Robert K. Merton gave especially generously 
of his time an(d in.sight. The trenchant criticism of colleaguies and(l gra(luate stu(lents at the 
Universitv of Pennsylvania helpe(d sharpen my analysis. I owe particuilar (del)ts to Steven Shapin. 
I also gla(dly acknowle(dge the generous aid of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foun(la- 
tioni, the National Science Foun(lation, an(l those (levote(d acolytes of sccholatrslhip who minister 
at the LIibrary of the British Muiseum. 

1 1fax Wl'eber on Ihe Methlo(lology of the Social .Scienres (Glenicoe. 1949), 81. 
2 Ernest Gellner, Thou1ght and(l Ch(age (London. q(94). 72. 
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Natutral Knowledge in Cultural Context 673 

attempting to lead the nations of the third world through the supposedly 
unique gateway of modernization.-" 

Among historians, one question has been fastened on as critical and has 
become the center of an intensifying debate. The issue at stake is the con- 
nection between the European Scientific Revolution of the seventeenth 
century and the British Industrial Revolution of the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries.4 In a much-quoted passage Sir Herbert Butter- 
field has argued that the European Scientific Revolution marks the real 
origin of the modern world and the modern mentality, thus outshining 
everything since the rise of Christianity and reducing events such as 
the Renaissance and Reformation to the rank of mere episodes in the 
local history of the West. Butterfield's claim, first put forward in 1948, 
is characteristically modern. Protagonists of the wider cultural signifi- 
cance of the British Industrial Revolution can draw on a longer his- 
toriographical tradition. A vigorous but not untypical recent statement 
is E. J. Hobsbawm's that the Industrial Revolution "marks the most funda- 
mental transformation in the history of the world recorded in written 
documents." The geographic conjunction and close temporal sequence of 
two such remarkable revolutions obviously offers a strategic research site 
to the historical analyst. The problem is whether we are dealing with an 
interesting coincidence, a causal connection, or some less direct though 
intimate relationship. To rephrase the macrocosmic question on a micro- 
cosmic level, the need is to investigate the possible meanings of Benjamin 
Disraeli's remark that "what Art was to the ancient world, Science is to 
the modern. . . . Rightly understood, Manchester is as great a human 
exploit as Athens."5 

Such an undertaking lies at the intersection of general history with three 
specialist disciplines: economic lhistory, the history of science, and the his- 
tory of technology. Within the traditional canons of economic history the 
British Industrial Revolution is a well-articulated subject of discussion. 
I have no wish to quarrel with the truths of the great tradition or to begin 
discussion of interest rates, capital formation, labor supply, entrepreneur- 

3 Entry to appropriate literature may be made via Bruce R. Williams, ed., Science and t'ech- 
nology in Economic Growth (London, 1973); Cyril E. Black, The Dynamics of Modernization: 
A Stuidy in Comparative History (New York, 1966); John A. Moore, Science for Society: A 
Bibliography (Washington, 1971); and Schmuel N. Eisenstadt, Tradition, Change and,Modernity 
(New York, 1973). 

4See A. E. Musson and Eric Robinson, Science and Technology in the Industrial Revolution 
(Toronto, 1969); A. E. Musson, ed., Science, Technology and Economic Growth in the Eighteenth 
Centtury (London, 1972); David Landes, The Unbound Prometheus (Cambridge, 1969); Peter 
Mathias, "Who Unbound Prometheus?" in Mathias, ed., Science and Society, I6oo-I.oo (Cam- 
bridge, 1973), 54-80; and Neil McKendrick, "The Role of Science in the Industrial Revolution," 
in M. Teich and R. M. Young, eds., Changing Perspectives in the History of Science (London, 
1973), 274-319- 

5 Herbert Butterfield made the claim in a series of Cambridge lectures published as The 
Origins of Modern Science (London, 1949). See also E. J. Hobsbawm, Itdustry and Empire 
(Harmondsworth, 1969), 13; and Benjamin Disraeli, Coningsby, Or the New Generation (London, 
1844). The Disraeli quotation is taken from p. 148 of the 1948 London edition. 
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674 Arnold 7'hackray 

ship, or the aerodynamics of "take off." Nor do I wish to dwell on the 
unprecedented technological changes of the period, since they are generally 
and clearly recognized. In transportation the transition from horse to canal 
to railroad was associated with dramatic alterations in traveling, bridging, 
and building. In power the development was from the Newcomen to the 
improved Watt steam engine, able to perform ten times as much work 
for an equal consumption of fuel. There was a shift in textiles from cottage 
industry to factory discipline; in tools from shop craft to machine preci- 
sion; in chemicals from hand-batch operation to alkali works able to 
defoliate acres at a time with acid fumes. 

My concern here is rather to explore the functions, meanings, and 
cultural geography of science within the British Industrial Revolution. 
By detailed attention to one location I shall endeavor to reveal some 
dimensions of the profound, little-recognized "second revolution" in English 
science which took place in that period. This "second revolution" was 
much different from but in its own way as consequential as the more 
familiar Scientific Revolution of the seventeenth century. One indication 
of its scope is that until 1781 the Royal Society of London enjoyed a lonely 
splendor as the sole institutionalized, enduring English organization devoted 
to the pursuit and publication of natural knowledge. Sixty years later the 
scene was crowded beyond recognition, with sixteen metropolitan disci- 
plinary societies (for example, the Linnean, 1788; the Geological, 1807; 
the Astronomical, 1820; and the Botanical, 1839), at least sixteen pro- 
vincial societies covering the whole of science, and over two dozen provincial 
disciplinary societies, some of considerable significance (notably tlle Man- 
chester Statistical Society, Britain's first society for social statistics). 

The proliferation of institutions points to fundamental qualitative shifts 
in the meaning of science as a cultural activity. The transformation in 
the number, nature, and orientation of its devotees was fittingly under- 
lined by the creation of the British Association for the Advancement of 
Science (1831) and of the associated neologism "scientist."6 Little attention 
has been given to the motor forces in this social and cognitive transforma- 
tion of natural knowledge. The necessary preconditions for a given tech- 
nical invention-or more perceptively, innovation-have too often been 
at the center in discussions of science in the Industrial Revolution. But 
this is to adopt a limited, historically unhelpful focus, for science has 
more to do with minds than with machines, as those familiar with problems 

6 The figures on societies were derived from The Yearbook of Scientific and Learned Societies 
of Great Britain and Ireland, 1 (London, 1844). There is no adequate survey of these 
developments, but see A. Ferguson, ed., Natural Philosophy through the Eighteenth Century 
(London, 1948); J. B. Morrell, "Individualism and the Structure of British Science in 1830," 
Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences, 3 (1971): 183-204; and Sydney Ross, "Scientist: The 
Story of a Word," Annals of Science, i8 (1962): 65-86. My argument would be enriched but 
greatly lengthened by reference to developments in Scotland and Ireland. An analytic focus on 
England rather than Britain serves to delineate the issues more sharply, even at the cost of 
some distortion. 
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NVatutral Knowledge in Cultural Context 675 

of modernization in other cultures are beginning to perceive. That science 
might be an integral part of the British Industrial Revolution and yet 
have no direct bearing on processes of invention and innovation is a 
hypothesis that has not been discussed. Rather, its importance has yet 
to be grasped. 

THE IMPORTANCE of Manchester as the major nexus of the first phase of 
the Industrial Revolution has long been recognized. Academic studies 
abound on such subjects as the growth of the British cotton trade, Man- 
chester merchants and foreign trade, and the Manchester school of eco- 
nomics. Individual entrepreneurs have been closely studied, and broader 
inquiries essayed on the subject of social change in the Industrial Revolu- 
tion. More recently these economic and occasional sociological inquiries 
have been joined by a trickle of works specifically concerned with techno- 
logical developments in Manchester.7 But the cultural meanings of scien- 
tific activity within the city are still unexamined. Those meanings can 
best be approached through attention to one crucial, little-studied group, 
the Literary and Philosophical Society. I hope that such a focus will cast 
at least a partial light on wider questions. 

Apart from the Royal Society itself, the NManchester Literary and Plhilo- 
sophical Society is the oldest enduring English society given to scientific 
discourse and publication. Between its foundation in 1781 and the opening 
of Owens College (now the University of Manchester) in i851, the "Lit 
&8 Phil" was central to the achievement of a succession of major scientific 
figures. They range from Thomas Percival, through Thomas Henry, John 
Dalton, and William Henry, to William Sturgeon and James Prescott 
Joule. The society was also the haunt of such formidable technologists and 
engineers as Richard Roberts, Eaton Hodgkinson, William Fairbairn, and 
James Nasmyth. Manufacturers and merchant princes like Robert Owen, 
John Kennedy, the Gregs, the Heywoods, the McConnels, and the Philipses 
were active in its affairs. Other men of note as varied as Charles WVhite, 
P. M. Roget, James Kay Shuttleworth, the first Sir Robert Peel, Richard 
Cobden, and Lyon Playfair graced its membership rolls, while fathers 
solicitous for their sons' experience saw Joseph Priestley, Thomas Henry, 
and James Watt, juniors, duly enrolled.8 

7 See, for example, Richard Hills, Power in the Industrial Revolution (Manchester, 1970); 
D. S. L. Cardwell, From Watt to Clausius (New York, 1971); Neil Smelser, Social Change in 
the Indutstrial Revolution (London, 1959); Francois Vigier, Change and Apathy: Lizverpool 
and Manchester during the Industrial Revoluition (Cambridge, Mass., 1971); C. H. Lee, A Cotton 
Spinning Enterprise, r785-1940: A History of McConnel and Kennedy, Fine Cotton Spinners 
(Manchester, 1972); and John Butt, ed., Robert Owen: Prince of Cotton Spinners (Newton 
Abbott, 1971). 

8 Here and throughout this article no further identification is given for individuals appearing 
in the Dictionary of National Biography. For the MIcConnels see Lee, Cotton Spinning Enter- 
prise; for the Philipses see F. J. Faraday, "Selections from the Correspondence of J. L. Philips," 
Manchester Memoirs, 33 (1890): 13-56; ibid., 44, no. 14 (10oo); and ibid., 45, no. 8 (igo9). 
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676 Arnold Thackray 

The society has not lacked for historical notice, whether direct or oblique. 
As with so many other matters of interpretation in English history, we 
may trace discussion back to Elie Halevy. It was Halevy who created the 
"standard mythology" concerning the "Lit k Phil" and its significance: 
the idea that new technological (industrial, manufacturing) problems led 
to the organization of the society and determined the cognitive thrust of 
its scientific investigations. This view derived from and in turn provided 
evidence for a more general thesis about relationship of science, tech- 
nology, and the Industrial Revolution: science proliferated in the nine- 
teenth century in direct response to technical problems created by the new 
production processes of the period. In England in 1815 Halevy stated 
that "the manufactures which were now coming into existence and spread- 
ing so rapidly needed engineers and scientific experts." He argued that 

it is in Nonconformist England, the England excluded from the national Uni- 
versities, in industrial England with its new centres of population and civilization, 
that we must seek the institutions which gave birth to the utilitarian and scientific 
culture of the new era. . . . At Manchester first, centre of the cotton industry, a 
species of local academy, a literary and scientific club was founded. 

In time "other provincial towns followed the example of Manchester." 
Halevy, though no enthusiast for NMarxist doctrine, felt that the undeniable 
facts made it necessary to admit how "the thlesis of historical materialism, 
questionable when applied universally, is to this extent true of England 
at the opening of the nineteenth century. Scientific theory was the offspring 
of industrial practice." 

As Halevy emphasized, the interpretation he applied to events in Man- 
chester was but an instance of a broader proposition, expressed most tersely 
by Friedrich Engels: "If society has a technical need, that helps science 
forward more than ten universities." This Marxian position is logically 
distinct from, though reconcilable with, the belief that the innovations 
of the Industrial Revolution were dependent on scientific expertise. Either, 
both, or neither position may be correct. Marxian orthodoxy has favored 
the first and ignored the second. Less doctrinaire writers, like T. S. Ashton, 
have sometimes seemed to hold both views, without distinguishing clearly 
between them. 

The belief that science flouirished in response to the technical problems 
of the Industrial Revolution was given new prominence in the Marxist 
climate of the 19.3os. In his Social Function of Science J. D. Bernal argued 
that "it was in Leeds, Manchester, Birmingham, Glasgow and Philadelphia, 
rather than Oxford, Cambridge and London, that the science of the Indus- 
trial Revolution took root." The reason was partly that science was nec- 
essary "for directors of industry," partly that some knowledge of scientific 
principles "was also becoming increasingly desirable for leading operatives." 

OE. Halevy, England in I815 (Paris, 1912). The quotation is taken from the revised English 
edition (London, 1949), pp. 524-25, 559-63. 
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Natural Knowledge in Culture Context 677 

S. F. Mlason later reiterated the claim with more explicit local detail: "The 
men of the industrial regions with their scientific education . . . and their 
technical interest forwarded institutions to promote the arts and sciences 
in their own localities. . . . The Manchester Literary and Philosophical 
Society arose from the meetings of scientists and industrialists."10 

It is not only the Marxist-oriented who have seen the society in this way. 
T. S. Ashton was remote from any left-wing scientists. Yet he argued that 

there were in many towns institutions which . . . were devoted to the improve- 
ment of methods of production. Informal groups of scientists and manufacturers 
came into being in Lancashire and the Midlands, as well as at Edinburgh and 
Glasgow. Who can say how much the master cotton spinners gained from their con- 
tact with Thomas Percival and John Dalton in the Literary and Philosophical 
Society of Manchester? 

Similar judgments may be found in more recent writings. We might sum- 
marize the general consensus in the urbane prose of J. H. Plumb: 

By 1815 every provincial town of importance had its [society on the model of 
Manchester's], supported by both the local aristocracy and the local manufac- 
turers. . . . No other aspect of English cultural life had such whole-hearted 
middle-class support, because the intention was completely and avowedly utili- 
tarian-the search for useful knowledge which would maintain England's indus- 
trial supremacy.11 

These judgments are remarkable for two things. Despite variations of 
shading and emphasis, they show an almost unnerving scholarly unanimity. 
They agree that Manchester science was significant, that it was rooted in 
industry, that it derived its essential support from manufacturing men, 
that the ambition of the "Lit & Phil" was production of engineers and 
scientific experts, and that the aim of its science was useful knowledge 
which would maintain England's industrial supremacy. If such unanimity 
of interpretation is worth remark so is such enduring ignorance of sources. 
The only historical studies of the "Lit & Phil" are a fifty-two page an- 
tiquarian ramble of the 1920S and a hasty book compiled out of the society's 
published Memoirs by a dying man, when the committee set up to prepare 
a centennial history proved unequal to its task.12 Slim reeds on which to 
build such a confident tradition of interpretation, even did they offer support 
for the "standard mythology." 

10 J. D. Bernal, The Social Function of Science (London, 1939), 25; and S. F. Mason, A History 
of the Sciences: Main Currents of Scientific Thought (London, 1953), 229. See also Neal Wood, 
Communism and British Intellectuals (New York, 1959), especially ch. 5. 

i' T. S. Ashton, The Industrial Revolution (London, 1948), i6, 21; J. H. Plumb, England 
in the Eighteenth Century (Harmondsworth, 1950), 167. 

12 See F. Nicholson, "The Literary and Philosophical Society, 1781-1851," Manichester Memoirs, 
68 (1924): 97-148; and R. A. Smith, A Centenary of Science in Manchester: In a Series of Notes 
(London, 1883). Smith was quite explicit (p. v.) that "I could not give time to write a history." 
However, "no one seemed inclined to take up the subject," hence his "sketch" largely "made up 
of quotations" from published sources. 
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678 Arnold Thackray 

Because the society's archives vere destroyed in a bombino raid in 1940, 
certain questions about its history can no long,er be answered. Nonetheless 
there is much still to be learned, not least through the versatile if some- 
times barbarous art of prosopography. The analysis thiat follows drawis on 
the results of a continuing prosopograplhical examination of the 588 men 
who joined the society between its beginning in 1781 and the foundation 
of Owvens College, seventy years later. From this analysis it will appear 
thiat an adequate understanding of the society hinges on the (Iqiestion of 
the social legritimation of mnarginal miien, on the adoption of science as the 
mode of cuiltural self-expression by a newv social class, and on generational 
patterning in intellectual life. It tuirns otut that the legitimation, the insti- 
tutionalization, and the growth of science itself was more nearly a by- 
prodtuct of the society rather thain the reason for it. And finally it becomes 
evidenit that the interaction betwveeni science anid technology wvithin the 
society's valls has assumned for hiistorian commentators a degree and kind 
of importance it never possessed for contemporaries, wvhether manuifacturers 
or men of science.'" 

A key to uinderstanding nmay lie in the social legitimation of marginal 
men. Suichi legitimnation is itself a comiiplex, subtle thing. The adoption 
of science as a mode of cultural self-expression also depends on a particular 
affinity between progressivist, rationalist imlagoes of scientific knowvledge 
and the alternative value systeml espoused by a group peripheral to English 
society. Natural knowvledge had of course been an accepted comnpoilent 
in the central value system of the Eni,glislh elite fromn at least Stuart times, 
as the existence and mneinbership of the Royal Society of London elo- 
quently testify. But stuch knowledg,e vas at best a minor component in 
that value system and, in the decades immnediately prior to 1780, a dimin- 
ishing one. The qtuiescent miiood of the Royal Society itself anld the pe- 
ripheral status of natural knovledge wvithin the hierarchy of norms and 
expectations then characterizing, Oxbridge life sustain the picture. Natural 
knowledge tlhus seemed an appropriate, suitably distinct center around 
wvhich a newv, margrinal group cotuld build its own separate and progressivist 
phiilosophy and cuiltural systemn. The alliance betwveen science, peripheral 
status, and progressivist philosoplhy was itself transmtuted as the larger 
culture within wlhich that alliance hiad formed experienced its own shlifts 
and changes. By the 183os and 184os the descendants of Manchester 
manufacturers wvere active in the consolidation of science within the central 
value system of English life and, in response to the challenges they now 
faced from a new uirban lower class, in finding deeper conservative mean- 

13 See Lawrencc Stone, "Prosopography," Daedalus, 100 (1971): 46-79; Steveni Sliapin and( 
Arnold Thackray, "Prosopography as a Rcscar-ch Tool in the Histor-y of Scicnce," History of 
Science, 12 (1974): 321-49; E. V. Stonequist, The Marginal Man: A Studly in Personality and 
Cuilture Conflict (Newv York, 1937); an(d E. Shlils, "Ccntre and Peripliery," in Marjoric (;renc, 
ed., The Logic of Personal Knowledge: Essals Presented to Michael Polanyi (London, 1961), 
275-94. 
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Natural Knowledge in Cultural Context 679 

ings in the very structure of natural knowledge. These shifts offer im- 
portant clues to the little-explored influence of generational patterning on 
the cultural geography of, and the recruitment patterns to, scientific 
activity. The transformations are nicely mirrored in the way the second 
Sir Robert Peel-whose father and grandfather had belonged to the Man- 
chester Society-was a Tory, in time a Fellow of the Royal Society, and 
the most enthusiastic supporter of science among all Victorian prime 
ministers. 

The efflorescence of scientific activity in Manchester and the varied 
cultural meanings that activity came to possess must be set against several 
salient facts about the town. Five points about the cultural context are 
important for present purposes: 

The first is population growth. Manchester's population increased from 
perhaps fifteen thousand in 1760 to a quarter of a million in 1831, becom- 
ing by then second only to London's and growing more than twice as fast. 
The social institutions of a small provincial town had to change, and the 
demand for new social modes was obligatory, not optional.14 

A second factor is the growth of new riches-among manufacturers like 
the Drinkwaters, the Kennedys, and Robert Owen, among merchants 
like the Lees and the Philipses, among bankers such as the Heywoods and 
the Brookeses, or among medical men like Thomas Percival and Edward 
Holme. While the number of fortunes made was probably greatest in the 
first half of the nineteenth century, the process began much earlier and 
was initially more startling because unprecedented and unfamiliar within 
provincial culture. Indicative of the opportunities is the way Nathan Meyer 
Rothschild journeyed to Manchester in the 1790S and there enjoyed those 
first successes upon which the English house of Rothschild was to be built. 
Perhaps the most extreme example of self-acctumulated wealth among 
members of the "Lit & Phil" was Samuel Reeves Brookes, son of a modest 
manufacturer, who left a personal fortune Of ?21A million.15 

Isolation, social as well as physical, is the third fact to set alongside 
growing population and wealth. London remained more than twenty 
hours' journey away until the 1 840s. Nearer spiritually, Edinburgh was 
physically more remote. Socially, the newly prosperous merchants, manu- 
facturers, and tradesmen remained cut off from the acceptance and prestige 
rewards of English landed society by their occupations and their tendency 
to adopt Dissenting-especially Quaker and Unitarian-religious modes. 
In a pattern repeated time and again, it was to be the third generation 
that finally took its place at the center of English society and fully con- 

14 Great Britain, Parliamentary Papers, vol. i8 (Accounts and Papers, vol. 5, 1831), pp. 12-13. 
See also W. H. Chaloner, "Manchester in the Latter Half of the Eighteenth Century," Bulletin 
of the John Rylands Library, 42 (1959-60): 40-60; and Valentine A. C. Gatrell, "The Commercial 
Middle Class in Manchester, c. 1820-1857" (Ph.D. dissertation, Cambridge University, 1972). I am 
indebted to Dr. Gatrell for access to this dissertation and for helpful discussions. 

15 See Leo H. Grindon, Manchester Banks and Bankers (Manchester, 1877), especially p. 214. 
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68o Arnold Thackray 

formed to the central value systein. Ultimate examples are found in the 
nmanufacturing families of the Peels and the Bannermans-each could 
count a prime minister in the third generation. More typical are the 
Henrys and the Heywoods, who in three generations went from self-made 
Unitarians with strong scientific interests to liberal Anglicans with far 
different concerns: the Henrys as Herefordshire gentry, the Heywoods as 
men of affairs in Manchester and London. But for the second generation, 
and pre-eminently for the first, social legitimation, cultural stimulus, and 
intellectual reward had to be sought within the local context.10 

Social isolation found its mirror in political impotence. Manchester had 
no M.P.'s until 18,32, no elected local government until 1838. The lord 
of the manor selected the annually appointed borough reeve, and the 
nominee had to serve or face a substantial fine. The J.P.'s-a more mean- 
ingful because more enduring appointment-were likewise selected from 
above, with conforming background and independent fortune essential 
prerequisites. Political refornm, a possible hope in the 178os, was out of 
the question for thirty years after 1791. When political powver finally 
arrived, it was members of the "Lit &- Phil" who, as the local elite, naturally 
exercised it.l7 This change was itself to affect radically the society's view 
of the significance and function of natural knowledge. 

Finally, there was the social peril of Manchester life-food riots in 1757, 
1762, 1795, and 1 812; political riots in 1792, 1 80o, 1 81 2, and 1819, culmi- 
nating in the tragedy of Peterloo. The accepted norms also included endemic 
drunkenness, gambling, cockfighting, and prostitution (estimates claim one 
public house and one prostitute per 200 inhabitants). Almost as a matter 
of course john Dalton records being mugged wilile on his evening walk 
in 1817. At least until the end of the hungry forties it was a violent society, 

16 Cf. F. M. L. Thompson, Englishl Landed Society in the Nineteenth Centuiy (London, 1963), 
63: "The steps of the social ladder had long been clearly marked. They were trade, a fortune, 
the acquisition of an estate, a baronetry, a membership of Parliament, and finally a peeragc. 
In the late eighteenth century the process had usually taken at least two generations, and therc 
is no sign that the nineteenth century easily permitted any greater speed. . . . Fortunes directly 
derived from industry were not represented [by new peerages] until . . . 1873." The only Man- 
chester family to make the full transition in two generations was that of the Unitarian banker 
John Jones: his son-in-law built up the family fortune to an estimated (5 million, becoming 
"one of the wealthiest subjects in the world" and the first Lord Overstone. See ibid., 39; and 
D. P. O'Brien, ed., The Correspondence of Lord Overstone (Cambridge, 1971). 

17 See A. Redford, The History of Local Government in Manchester (London, 1939-40); 
anti S. D. Simon, A Centutry of City Governmnent: Manchester 1838-1938 (London, 1938). 
By the end of the nineteenth century, somC 21 members of the society (including io out 
of the 588 in this study) had become M.P.'s. The dates of their election to Parliament reveal 
the changing situation of the Manchester elite. Having been without M.P.'s before 1829, the 
society was continuously represente(d for the rest of the nineteenth century; after 1859 there 
were only four years in which the society had less than three members simultaneously in Parlia- 
ment. On the qualification of earlier Manchester J.P.'s see, for example, the Earl of Liverpool 
to Thomas Butterworth Bayley, Jan. i6, 1795: "I have always been unwilling to appoilnt any 
merchant to be a justice of the peace previous to his having left off business," in Add. MSS 
38,310 f 132, British Museum; and Bayley to Liverpool, Dec. 15, 1789, recommending a physician 
who does not practice but is "a gentleman of independent property" and a merchant who has 
"a very large fortune" and is thus "entirely out of business," Add. MSS 38,446 f 343, ibid. 
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which bred official counterviolen(e (fourteen executed in one day in the 
aftermath of the 1812 food riots).18 It was a culture in wlhich the illiterate 
mob perpetually menaced the fragile social veneer maintained by the 
higher orders of the explosively growving town. 

Given their social isolation, political emnasculation, and tumultuous 
surroundings, Manchester's new and increasingly wealthy elite understand- 
ably sought cultural means through wlhich to define and express them- 
selves. The question remains why the main velhicle of that culture was 
initially to be natural knowledge and before long "science" in the modern 
sense of the world. Music, drama, the classics, and modern literature were 
all, at least in theory, possible alternatives. The first and most significant 
of Manchester's scientific institutions was the Literary and Philosophical 
Society. Its very name indicates that natural knowledge was not intended 
as the dominating mode it soon became. Indeed the visitor to Man- 
chester in 1760 would have seen little to indicate the town's imminent 
meteoric rise eitlher in population or scientific stature. The visitor in i840 
would find not only Britain's second city but also one in wvhich scientific 
institutions were dominant, tlhough past their peak of influence. Manchester 
As It Is, a guidebook published in i8,q, lists ten major societies of sci- 
entific orientation among the cuiltural institutions of the city. They 
range from the Athenaeunm, throuigh the Geological, and Literary and 
Plhilosophical Societies, to the Natuiral History Society, the Royal Man- 
chester Institution, and the Statistical and Zoological Societies. There were 
in addition stuch varied ephenmeral grouips as the Royal Victoria Gallery 
of Practical Science, the Plhrenological Gallery, and the Owvenite Halls of 
Science."' 

In exanmining why science became the predoniinant mode of cultural 
expression in Manchester, we shall inevitably be led to consider Robert 
Merton's thesis of the congruienice of science wvith certain religious values.20 
The disproportionate influence of Unitarians and to a lesser extent Quakers 
in the first fifty years of the "I,it &R: Plhil" wvould seem clear confirming 

1i See, for example, Arthur G. Rose, "Early Cottoni Riots in Lancashire, 1769-17,79," Trans- 
actions of the Lancashire and Chesire Antiquarian Society, 73 (1963-64): 6o-ioo; Pauline Hand- 
forth, "Manchester Radical Politics, 789-1794," ibid., 66 (1956): 87-106; F. Nicholson and 
E. Axon, "The Hatfield Family of Manclhester and the Food Riots of 1757 and 1812," ibid., 28 
(igio): 82-114; John B. Smith, "Reminiscenices of Manchester, 1812-1832" (typescript in Man- 
chester Central Library, Manchester, England); an(d A. Prentice, Historical Sketches and Personal 
Recollections of Manchester (London, i851). On the rapi(d increase in crime, see also Bayley 
to Liverpool, Dec. ! , 1789. 

19 Manchester at this time had onily two theaters and no purely literary or artistic societies. 
In contrast the plethora of scientific institutions was range(d in an informal hierarchy. Ordinary 
imemiiiber-s of the "Lit & Phil" served as officers of the lesser institutions while, in a system of 
"initerlocking diirectorships," their presi(lents were chosen from among "Lit & Phil" officers. 
[Benjamin Love], Manchlester As It Is, or Notices . . . of the Metropolis of Manufactuirers 
(Manchester, 1 839). 

20 For entr6e to the literature on science and religious values, see the new introduction and 
bibliography in Robert K. Merton, Science, Technology atnd Society in Seventeenth Century Eng- 
land (New York, 1970). 
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evidence of that thesis. Yet matters are by no means simple. There is 
reason to believe that the success and endurance of the society also de- 
pended on certain generational patterns and on the desire of marginal men 
(the "manufacturers") to achieve social legitimation. Their espousal of 
the progressivist values of Unitarianism and a progressivist interpretation 
of science can then be seen as deriving from their need to justify them- 
selves, and to do so in terms of belief systems that simultaneously affirmed 
their commitment to high culture, announced their distance from the tra- 
ditional value systems of English society, and offered a coherent explanatory 
scheme for the unprecedented, change-oriented society in which they found 
themselves unavoidably if willingly cast in leading roles.2' 

By the early nineteenth century science was established as the cultural 
mode of the Manchester elite. At the same time that elite, more secure 
and self-aware in its commercial and incipient political power, was inevi- 
tably attracted toward conservative beliefs, beliefs which would emphasize 
the rightness of its dominance as also its connection with and claims on 
the central value system of English culture. Within these changing per- 
spectives the potentialities of science to explain the existing order in 
mundane rather than prophetic modes took on greater importance. (The 
forms, metaphors, and subjects of scientific inquiry seem to have mirrored 
that transmutation, in ways that still await analysis.) Shifts in the social 
texture of science also set in. Some new societies appeared to serve nar- 
rower specialist ends, while others strove for implicit control of the lower 
orders through inculcation of right thinking on unemotional topics like 
geology and thus, by extension, on social issues. These developments gave 
science both plebian and professional aspects uncongenial to men bent 
on assimilation to the national high culture. The attachment to science 
of the Manchester elite was but little better able to survive these reorienta- 
tions of perspective than was their religious commitment-a fact that 
highlights the relevance while indicating the limitations of a direct Puri- 
tanism-progressivism-science connection. The ramified ambiguities that nec- 
essarily attach to any such general interpretation can best be illustrated 
by detailed attention to events. 

BY THE MID-EIGHTEENTH century Manchester's population was increasing 
significantly, and in 1767 there appeared the first of what was eventually 
to become a large group of societies devoted to social imnprovement through 
intellectual means. This first society-the Agricultural Society of Man- 
chester-was progressive in its technical aims but conspicuously traditional 

21 I am indebted to Robert K. Webb for showing me the manuscript of an early version of 
his forthcoming study of the English Unitarians. Dr. Webb's work provides a broader framework 
for this present analysis. So in rather different ways do Raymond Williams's investigations of 
Culture and Society t78o-1950 (London, 1958) and The Country and the City (New York, 1973). 
See also the novels of Elizabeth Gaskell, the wife of a Unitarian member of the "Lit & Phil." 
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in membership and cultural orienitationi. Its gentry inembers were active 
in awarding premiums, encoturaginog improvements, and corresponding 
with Arthur Yotung on stuch subjects as "the art and mlystery of cutting 
and trussing hay." The society continutied into the 1840s, though air and 
water pollution and urban preoccupations lhad long since sapped its vitality. 
Even so its early success serves as a reminder that new forms of manu- 
facturing and trade were initially viewed as uinprecedented intrusions on 
a familiar order.)2 

If the Agricultural Society displays facets of a progressive yet preindustrial 
Manchester, the infirmary presents an aspect inore firmly associated with 
population growth and its contemporary correlates of industrialization, 
urbanization, and social change. A mid-eighteenth-century movement led 
to the founding of infirmaries in a number of emerging provincial towns, 
such as Manchester (1752), Birmingham (1765), and Leeds (1768). Rapid 
population growth reinforced the appeal of such towns to aimbitious med- 
ical men like Thomas Percival, who arrived in Manchester in 1767, and 
Thomas Henry, who came some three years earlier. Older medical resi- 
dents like the father-son surgeon teams of Thomas and Charles White or 
R. E. and Richard Hall fouind new companionship with the influx. 
Camaraderie and competition centered on the infirmary. Three positions 
there as honorary physician and thlree as honorary surgeon certified social 
standing and professional stuccess within the medical fraternity.23 

The infirmary buildings, erected in the 175os and 176os, dominated 
the town. As Thomas Henry later recalled, 

Stuclh an institution was greatly to be (lesired at . . . tile seat of a rising manufac- 
ture; and contiguous to . . . the West Riding of Yorkslhire, as well as the mining 
part of Derbyslhire. . . . The lead mines of Derbyshire, and the coal mines of our 
own district, of Cheslhire, and the confines of Yorkshire, supplied many accidents 
and cases in whiclh capital operationis were reqtuire(l. 

A later visitor to Manchester, after discoursing about the town's wonderful 
maclhinery, went on to describe the infirmiary where "we saw feet torn off 
from legs and armns severed fromn bodies, and hands literally crtushed, and 
heads laid open to the brain. Buit all vas cleanliness, attention, order, 
neatness.' '24 

By 1825 the Manchester Infirmary couild claim "2,000 more [patients 
annually] than the largest hospital in London." The statuis claiins, per- 
sonal ambition, and ptublic interest centered on the infirm-ary may be seen 

22 See, for example, the Anatichlester Mercury, Aug. 10, 1779; Rutles atid Conditions of the Man- 
chester Agricuiltural Society (Manchester, 1804); and Bayley to Arthur Young, Mar. 2, 1771, Add. 
MISS 35,126 f 94; Mar. 2, 1772, f 129; Nov. 4, 1773, f 153, etc,, all in the British Mulseuim. 

23 See B. Abel-Smith, The Hospitals, I8oo-1948 (London, 1964); E. M. Brockbank, Sketches 
of thte Honorary Medical Staff of the Manchester Royal Infi:rmary (Manchester, 1904); an(d 
NV. Brockbank, Portrait of a Hospital (London, 1952). 

24 Thomas Henry, "Memoirs of the Late Chlarles White," Mancllester Memnoirs, 8 (1819): 
33-51; and "A Week in Manchester," BhlckWO(o's Magazinie, 45 (1839): 481-96. 
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in its election campaigns: in 1835 the successful candidate for a post as 
physician found it necessary to spend ?690 on canvassing and transporting 
the 870 participating electors.25 The significance of provincial infirmaries 
within their local cultures has yet to be explored, even if readers of George 
Eliot's Middlemarch have long been provided with ample clues. Such 
hospitals not only offered a badge of rank and respectability to those able 
to be subscribers, but they also offered a means of social control, a forum 
for approved teaching, a testing ground for management ability, an oppor- 
tunity for cooperative capitalism on a large scale (the infirmary was, after 
all, the factory of medicine, replacing cottage craft with standardized tech- 
nique), and a meeting ground for the local elite. 

It is thus not surprising to find a previously unremarked interplay be- 
tween the personnel of the Manchester Infirmary and the Literary and 
Philosophical Society. Indeed in its first creation the society seems to have 
been very much the creature of such improving physicians as Thomas 
Percival. Of the twenty-four founding members of the society, one is 
unknown. Of the other twenty-three, there were six practicing physicians, 
six surgeons, and two apothecaries: professional medical men formed sixty 
per cent of the fouinding members. Actual or potential association with 
the infirmary was correspondingly crucial. Nine of the founders were 
allied with the infirmary when the "Lit & Phil" was inaugurated in 1781, 
and three others subsequently becaine honorary physicians there. More 
revealing is an analysis of the first officers of the society. Of the two found- 
ing presidents, one was president of the infirmary trustees, and the other 
was the senior honorary physician. Two of the four vice-presidents were 
infirmary physicians, while the secretaries were the visiting apothecary to 
the infirmary and an M.D. subsequently elected honorary physician. Ab- 
solute control was mitigated only by the presence of two vice-presidents 
from outside the medical world-a minister and a trustee of Cross Street 
(Unitarian) Chapel, itself the focus of "aristocratic" Dissent in the town, 
and as such not so remote from the medical world as one might at first 
suppose.26 

The connection between medical status as certified by the infirmary 
and activity in the Literary and Phiilosophical Society continued for some 
time. All the presidents of the society for almost a quarter century were 
infirmary men as were nine of sixteen vice-presidents and six of fifteen 

25 T. Turner, An Address to the Inhabitants of Lancashire . . . (London, 1825), lq-20; and 
F. W. Jordan, The Life of Joseph Jordan, Surgeon (Manchester, 1904), 52-53. 

26 The founding members are listed in the Complete List of the AMembers an(l Officers of 
the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society (Manchester, 1896). Their occupations, 
religious affiliations, social background, etc., have been identified from contemporary directories, 
obituary notices in newspapers and religious periodicals, histories of the town and of its varied 
institutions, contemporary correspondence, family and company historics, scliool and university 
registers, and other miscellaneous sources. For further details on technique see Shapin and 
Thackray, "Prosopography." The sections on T. Southwood Smith in Webb's study of the 
English Unitarians give revealing examples of tJnitarian an(d me(lical concerns in a different 
context. 
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secretaries. "The search for useful knowvledge which would maintain 
England's industrial supremacy" may or may not lhave become the purpose 
of the society. Concerns over relative status among medical men in a 
growing town, together witli the vision of the medical profession as guardian 
of tfie politer virtues in an industrializing wvorld, seem more important 
in explaining the genesis and growvth of the society. 

Medical men were of course favorably placed in reogard to any organized 
intellectual endeavor. Their social background, training, and daily routine 
favored habits of exact organization, regiulated intercourse, and polite 
interest. They enjoyed the particular advantage of an education that made 
them familiar with the intricacies of natural knowledge, while judicious 
publication in the field could advance their reputations and careers. Under- 
standably enough, medical mlen played a critical role in English scientific 
organization as it developed in the later eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries. This is true for the apothecaries and surgleons, even though they 
were most often trained by local apprenticeship. It applies pre-eminently 
to the physicians, the true cosmopolitans in provincial Eng,lish culture, 
who brought with them the standards of a, wider world, together with an 
insistence on polite knowledge. 

Late eighteenth-century commentators agreed that "the character of a 
physician ought to be that of a gentlenman, which cannot be maintained with 
dignity but by a man of literature." Blunt realities dictated that "if a gentle- 
man, engaged in the practice of plhysic, be destitute of that degree of pre- 
liminary and ornamental learning, which is re(quisite" then whenever he 
speaks "on any subject of history or philosophy" he will be inmmediately out 
of his depth, with consequent "real discredit to thie profession."27 That the 
new Manchester group was called the Literary and Philosophical Society 
most probably testifies to its origins among, professional medical mlen and to 
their vision of the character of ornamnental learning. 

The medical component witliin the "Lit &: Phil" cointinued wvell into the 
nineteenth century. Occasional "public" medical lectures and lecture courses 
for the faculty were given in the society's rooms as late as the 182os. Not 
until 18.34 was a separate Manchester Medical Society inaugurated. That 
the "Lit &- Phil" did not expire in the turbulence of the 179os and the early 
nineteenth century is at least in part because nmedical inen gave it undivided 
loyalty and provided most of its officers. Anxious to establish tlheir standing 
as gentlemen, they gave polite knowledg,e their approbation. They were also 
willing to see the form of that knowledge closest to their professional con- 
cerns-natural knowledge, or science-given a particular attention. Yet the 
presence of medical men is a condition, not a reason, for the choice of modes 

27 Quoted in Thomas Withers, A Treatise on thle Erro-s an(I Defects of Me(lical Edutcationl 
(York, 1794). There were sixteen provincial hospitals in 1760 and sixty-two (plus at least thirty-six 
(lispensaries) by 1820. This fact alone explains much about the growth in numbers of provincial 
scientific societies. See A. Chaplin, Medicine in England during the Reign of George III (London, 
1919). 
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by which Manchester's new elite was so effulgently to express its special 
status-at once distant from, compatible with, and subtly superior to the 
culture prevailing at the center of English life. 

A wider focus is needed when we turn to consider the aims, achievements, 
and place of the "Lit & Phil" in the lives of its members. Manifestoes of a 
type characteristic of the period, but remarkable in their number and 
energy, occupied much energy in the early years of the society. In 1783 
Thomas Barnes and Thomas Henry provided rationales for a College of 
Arts and Sciences they envisaged as the educational division of the society; 
the same year the society composed a, flyer on its aims, to be sent to interested 
parties, and a revised version was circulated the following year. In 1785 
the first two volumes of the society's Memoirs were published with deliberate 
pomp and circumstance and an introductory explanation; in 1786 two of the 
society's influential members addressed the new Manchester Academy and 
analyzed the role of knowledge in society.8 This formal discussion of aims 
and values represents the effort of a new social group to create a cultural 
space in which to express its own identity. The decision to publish a journal 
and the vigorous recruitment of an international elite of honorary members 
were part of the same cultural initiative. 

In examining the aims of the society we may distinguish seven reasons 
why its members found natural knowledge especially rewarding as their 
chosen intellectual genre. Some of these reasons explain the newr strength 
of social support for scientific activity, while others point toward the impact 
of the particular context upon the cognitive forms of scientific debate. Some 
of these reasons apply equally well to other culttural pursuits, btut only for 
natural knowledge did they all act to reinforce one another. Thus natural 
knowledge, while never the exclusive pursuit, quickly became the dominant 
concern of the society. The reasons for the choice of science were its possi- 
bilities as polite knowledge, as rational entertainment, as theological instruc- 
tion, as professional occupation, as technological agent, as value-transcendent 
pursuit, and as intellectual ratifier of a nev world order. Eachi requires 
illustration, for each throws light on possible audiences for, as well as cul- 
tural functions of, the sustained inquiry into natture. 

Most important, because it both determined that science would be the 
Manchester mode and also powerfully effected the definition of that mode, 
was the ability of natural knowledge to function as ratifier of a new world 
order. I have already noted how in the late eighteenth (century a core group 

28 See Thomas Henry, "On the Advantages of Literatuire arid Philosophy in General, and 
Especially on the Consistency of Literary an(d Philosophical, with Commercial Pursuits," 
Manchester Memoirs, i (1785): 7-28; Thomas Barnes, "On the Affinity Subsisting between the 
Arts," ibid., 72-88; "Constitution and Regulations of the College of Arts and Sciences in Man- 
chester," ibid., 2 (1785): 42-46; A Short Account of the Instittition and Views of the Literary 
and Philosophical Society of Manchester (Manchester, 1784); "Preface" in Manchester Memtoirs, 
X (1785): v-ix; and A Sermon Preached at the Dissenting Chapel itz Cross Street, AManchester . . 
by Ralph Harrison Together with a Discoutrse . . . at the Pulblic Commzinencemnent of Manchester 
Academy, by Thomas Barnes (Warrington, 1786). 
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of Manchester's plhysicians, manufacturers, and merclhants found an ideology 
of progressive change peculiarly appropriate in explaining their present 
marginal status and their coming reign of power. "To truth. To liberty. 
To religion." was their motto, the hope that "the holy light of truth, of 
reason, and of righteousness, may slhine over all the nations of the earth, 
with growing lustre, even to meridian day."29 The new Manchester elite had 
little sympathy for honorable birth and hereditary wealtl. The idea of a 
limited democracy of intellect and effort had greater appeal. 

The members of this democracy were to rely on "good natural powers, a 
vigorous application of their talents, and the blessing of God on their 
endeavours. "30 And here, natural knowledge offered an opportunity quite 
foreign to the imaginative arts, for "in the sciences founded on observation 
and calculation, the more we increase the number of cultivators, the more we 
contribute to the progress of those sciences.... Every man may be a master, 
who to a just understanding, unites extensive knowledge." Mote than this, 
"tthey who have attained to the first honours of science and immortalized 
tlhemselves in the annals of mankind, hlave generally excelled others, not 
more in the superiority of their natural genius and abilities, than in their 
patient, laborious and constant application." Nothing could be more appro- 
priate to "men of the middle walk of life" than to imitate the great culti- 
vators of natural knowledge whose lives, instead of being spent in luxury and 
debauchery, hiad aided all men by "correcting their vices, softening their dis- 
tresses, adding to their comforts or curing their diseases. "31 As one master 
manufacturer bluntly put it to hiis son, "Tlhere is no magic in all this. New- 
ton you know said that all he did was only by patient thinking." Determined 
expenditure of effort would thus put all wlho wished "in the ranks of those 
by whose powers of mind we have been so much elevated in the scale of 
being," for "there are to be sure degrees of sagacity, but anyone who will 
persevere cannot but sooner or later blunder upon sometlhing valuable." 
Manchester's greatest adopted man of science, John Dalton, showed how well 
he had assimilated to this ethos when, in old age, hie reported to a cheering 
audience that "if I have stucceeded better than many who surround me, it has 
been chiefly. nay, I say almost solely from unwearied assiduity. "3 

Natural knowledge offered a present field for demnocratic endeavor. In the 
eyes of progressive thinkers it also served to guarantee the future. To this 
group Joseph Priestley was culture-hero. As natural plhilosopher and chemist 
(discoverer of oxygen) and as ideologist of "rational" Christianity he exem- 
plified the values they espoused. Despite opposition, the "Lit & Phil" sup- 

29 A Sermnon. Preached, 37. 
30 Andrew Kippis, A Sermnon . . . on . . . a New Academlical Institlution (London, 1786), 15. 
:u1 Thomas Henry, ed., Memoirs of Albert de Haller (Warrington, 1783), loo; and A Sermon 

Preached, 14. 
32 William Strutt to Edward Stiutt, Apr. 8, i8i8, (quoted in R. S. Fitton, The Struttts and 

the Arkwrights (Manchester, 1958), 172. The Strutts were a family of Unitarian mill owners at 
Belper in Derbyshire. See also Arnold Thackray, John Dalton: Critical Assessmnents of His Life 
and Science (Cambridge, Mass., 1972), 175. 
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ported his scientific work, miade him an honorary member, and almost 
adopted a formal motion of condolence after a drunken mob made his 
house and laboratory thieir principal targets in the Birmingham "Church 
and King" riots of 1791. His combination of scientific virtuosity, theological 
dedication, and progressivist philosophy was peculiarly compelling to many 
early members of the "Lit gc Phil." The laws of nature found out by 
reason were to them the token of their hope. As Priestley expressed it, 

The social millennium will be brought about by the influence of the commercial 
spirit aided by Christianity and true philosophy. . . . Public money no longer 
wasted [on war] will be spent on . . . public buildings, public libraries and public 
laboratories. The empire of reason will ever be the reign of peace.33 

Such optimistic views did not long survive the French Revolution, but the 
possibilities of the appeal to science were not exhausted by a progressivist 
interpretation. As the Manchester elite was slowly accommodated by the 
traditional structures of English life, its interest in science might gradually 
wane. While that interest lasted it proved eminently susceptible to a con- 
servative construction. Thomas Henry found it natural to admire Priestley 
and believe in rapid progress toward the millennium. His son WVilliam- 
second only to Dalton in the Manchester scientific community-had a quite 
different perspective some forty years later. Commending the new Mechanics' 
Institution in 1824, he argued that by diffusing the knowledge of chemistry, 
mechanics, and geology among the lower orders, the institution would ren- 
der them 

more substantially lhappy, less the slaves of viciouLs lhabits, and not only better 
fitted but better disposed, to fulfill their several duties.. . . The habits of reason- 
ing correctly, on subjects properly witlhin its [tlhe institution's] scope, will be 
beneficially extended to other subjects, and will tend indirectly but powerfully, to 
root out fanaticism in religion, and visionary and impracticable speculations in 
politics. 

Henry expressed an unexceptional sentimnent, buit it had little in common 
with Priestley's belief that "the English hierarchy (if there be anything 
unsound in its constitution) has . . . reason to tremble even at an air pump 
or an electrical machine."'4 The shift in argument indicates llow thle Man- 
chester aristocracy found science an appropriate agent thirough which to 
ratify their experience and exercise social control both within their own 
ranks and among the lower orders, even as their views changed concerning 
the meaning of that experience and the virtue of alterations in it. 

On an altogether less strenuous level, science was an especially appealing 
form of polite knowledge. Thomas Henry voiced the prevailing belief of 
the "Lit & Phil" when he argued that "a taste for polite literature, and the 

33 Joseph Priestley, A Letter to . . . Ednmund fIturke (Birminghamn, 1791), 239)-43. 
34 "Minutes of the Manchester Mechanics' Institute," vol. 1, p. 5, in the Registrar's Dept., 

University of Manchester Institute of Science and Tcchnology; and Joseph Priestley, Experiments 
and Observations on Different Kinds of Air (London, 1774), xiv. 
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Fig. z Poster for exhibition at the Mechanics' Institution, 1839. Courtesy Manchester Public 
Libraries, Manchester, England. 

works of nature and of art, is essentially necessary to form the gentleman." 
Such taste, not mere wealth, dress, or opulence would always distinguish 
a gentleman from one of the vulgar. The proposition was self-evident to the 
man of good education, the man of polite imagination, the "gentleman and 
professionalist" so adequately represented in the society by its medical 
supporters. For them the desire to emphasize status nicely complemented 
their desire to gain it in a pattern of mutual reinforcement that could only 
profit the new society. Matters were less straightforward when Henry's 
arguments were "extended to another wealthy class of men-the merchant 
and manufacturer."35 Among these groups with their new-found wealth, 
attitudes were more ambivalent. Skepticism over the value of social certifica- 
tion through theoretical knowledge reinforced their hesitations about the 
utility of such knowledge in manufacturing practice. 

35 Henry, "On the Advantages of Literature and Philosophy," 9, 11. 
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6go Arnold Thackray 

Only two manufacturers were among the two dozen founding members 
of the society. Hence the urgency of such pleas as Henry's or of Thomas 
Barnes's statement that a taste for science "would afford a grateful recess 
from the bustle and attention of business . . . and give [a man] respectability 
and consequence." More than that, it was crucial to those tradesmen "whose 
fortunes and prospects destine them to move in the higher spheres of life." 
Scientific knowledge would enable stuch a man 

to appear in the world in that line, to which an honourable ambition should 
prompt him to aspire. His connections will be more advantageous. To his cus- 
tomers, to his friends, to hiis fellow citizens, to foreigners, to the world in general, 
he will appear with gTeater consequence and respectability. His advice, his 
example, his influence will have weight wlhich mere fortune, without mental 
cultivation, can never, of itself command.36 

Such arguments apparently carried weight. Whereas only two of the founders 
and twenty-two per cent of the men joining the "Lit & Phil" in its first year 
were merchants or manufacturers, the percentage rose steadily to a peak of 
fifty-six per cent in 1 809-1 1. 

Science was not only polite knowledge for the highest elite: it was rational 
entertainment for all cultivated souls. Because rational, it offered possibil- 
ities of instruction in self-control not present in less disciplined forms of 
culture. Thus it could also solve a recurrent problem of parvenu social 
groups, how best to educate their sons so as to profit from their fathers' 
wealth vithout succtumbing to the traditional vices of the rich. Time and 
again in the late eighteenith century, Manchester manufacturers related to 
one another the disadvantages of eduication at Oxford and Cambridge, 
notably its expense, its encouragement to dissipation, and to alienation from 
their own norms. One alternative lay in the Scottish universities, especially 
Glasgow and Edinbturgh. They were clheaper, miiore spartan, and more at- 
tuned to the alternative values of Dissent and science. Buit should sons not 
be sent away, then something must be done in Manchester. Thomas Barnes 
had no illusions: 

Amtusement is necessary to youing men. If this be niot einjoye(d at lhome and within 
tlhemselves, they will fly abroad into company and seek it, in taverns, in convivial- 
ity, and dissipation. Hence they will form lhabits, of all otlhers the most unfavour- 
able to success in business, andl against which a relislh for manly science would 
hiave been next to religion, the noblest antidote. 

Thomas Henry reiterated the samiie points, praising, natural philosophy for its 
possibilities as alternative to "the tavern, the gaming table or the brothel." 
The College of Arts and Sciences, created as an adjtunct to the "Lit Sc Phil" 
in 1783, had as its principal view "to supply the youth of this very wvealthy, 
commercial town with rational amusement and instruction." The appro- 
priate agents were thoutoht to be nattural philosophy, chemistry, mechanics, 

:'( Thomas Barncs, "A Plani of Liberal Education," Manchlester Memnoirs, 2 (1785): 35. 
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INTERESTING LECTURES ON EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHlY, 
The Nobility, Gentry, and otlhers, of MANCIHESTER and its Viciniity, are respectfully informed, thiat a COURSE of 

WILL BF GIVEN 0,It 

ELECTRICITY AND PNEUMATICS, 
Including some pleasiing Experionett. in 

Hydraulics, Hydrostatics, Magnetissm, Optical Illusions, 4-c. 
Lecturer to the principal Seminiaries in the United Kingdom. 

THIE COVRSt WILL CONSISTr OF THREE LECT RES, WHICH WILL BE DELIyEREE 

On MONDAY, January 13t1, 'JUESDAY M4th, and WEDNESDAY 15th, 1823, 
AT THE REPERTORY, NO 28, TOP OF KING-STREET; 

THE Electrical Macline is of th}e plate order-, and of large dimensions; and the whole apparatus of the beat 
workmanship, caletilated to ensure success in every experimniet. The design of' this Cturse is to convey ilear idedas of 
the general order of econotny of nature, atid tar laws by whlich it is aegulated; for Philosophy is an investigation of the 
first institutes, by whsicli the God of Nature was psleased ti create, gasvern and regulate the universe; anal sets before 
the enquiring mind alse proagress made, by hunian discovery, in this sublime knowledge. The method by which this 
scrutitay will be prosecuted, is in the following order: - 

?Lcturt tTe firot. 
THts Lecture will comnmence witlh experinients ala cottidensed Electricity by tIse Leyden Jar snd Electrical 

Shooter, an entire siew arrangemetat, iatticl addmired. A model of a lsoaise set on fire by a real flash of lightning, the 
conductor passing throutth water.--Tlae spiral rods slaewitg ilse c-atuse if fire balls.-Tlhe illuminated leaf silver, wlsich 
for brilliancy of light ssrpasses description.--The Frattklinitsi belis.-The electrical fly.-The illunilnated chiain, on a 
grand scale.-Tlae eoiducting powers of netals.-Tlie pithi lballs ia ,notioas, a curious experiment.--The head witb 
hair, a droll experinient.-The atmoospheric canuton, a new thing, diselarged by electricity, provingilhat no two fluids 
can be in the same space.-Tl'e experitaient of caution, sliewing the e tretnie danger of persons taking shelter tinder 
trees during tilauider storms, by the niodel of a tree, uid a isiale autl femate figure sitting under it; the one in the 
circuit of the lightnitig is struck down, while the olher renmiins onliurt.-The ?tork bulls, slteswing the repulsive power 
of this agetit.-The glass stool, asd its woiaderfuta properties, shewsn in a variety of iaastaaices duritag this course of 
experiments, wlich will not only be rendered .a picasitig source of amuseanent, but at the same titue useful and 
instructive.-To conclude with tihe magic picture. 

X,trtur t1>t *t l 
WILL be introduced by some observations on that useful and elegant instrument Ilte Air-Pump, with an 

explanation of its principles in a double anal sitigle capacity, a3 exhauster and condenser, with the various improve- 
meuts from its first isvention to thlae presetnt tinie.-The nature of eylaaustiosai and vactaum.-Thie catises of hurricanes 
and whirlwinds.-The sir's elastic spring.-The bottliea(i aiid stitnd.-Tlhe henmispheres.-The liatid-glass.-The 
bladaler ini vacuo.-A refutation of what is called stuctiosa.--'l'The fouitatiait ia siacuia,-Tlhe cantile iii vacuo, - with uther 
pleasing experiments in the departmeait of bsietace. To coracilide ssill the filtuowing expleriaimenits iti electricity:-The 
much-admireal experistent of the dancing images, proving thie action asiti re-aticti of satitosplieric air; atita experiments 
wills other light substances.-'l'he thunder-liouse, provios the great imlportalnce af coaiductors liar every alescription of 
building, as houses, silips, &c.-The imnproved graiti weviglt Elecotoieter, a curious experitiient.-lhe electrical Ortery. 

Xerturt tl) r f 
CONTAINS muchi usefuil information, atita coioaaenices with a ntiaiaber of experiments in Electricitv, sihewing in 

whiat niatiner it IIaay be applied meliciiaialdv to to.e hiiocani frame, aitd rendereil 3ieneficial to mankind ; its wouderful 
stimulatitig properties slihewni by the electrical cail in Ile electrias l shower, general and local siocks, &c.; and the ftla- 
lowing Mecianical Esxperimiitats -The aoutaiile cone and inelined platie--the roiling cylinder anal incliiaed piatie. 
Nunterous ec1periments on Magnetisa'ma The maritiers' couipass ex1flainedl, anal metlhod of niaking niagtiets.-Tliat 

important discoavery (if lte Safetv Lasts), lay Sir fluaamphirev D)avy, vitii expl4ttatioas.-After which will be giveas the 
pleasting experiletit of the foaiattait, by coaiticiise(d air-.Tie cup oif Tantaltis, on a new plan, from the celebrated 
fable of Tantalus, who is represented bs the aitrients as sufferig continual thirst, and thouglh in the nmidst of water, 
is uatable to assiage it. 

"en init eirtio) ad rfaa.tmnet craves, I " And rhen (tlie water io is lips aliplies, 
"And pites with tuhat amtidst a as adf wave, " 1 teem f a his uips the treaet'rout wsnter ies," 

TIe experiment relative to tite eluing anal flowhtig sells.-The experitneot of Aurora Dorculia.- The Diving-bell 
expllainei wi slil 5 lable anecidttes, 

Zhese Leetra ewi ill e dreeld in nemt famlaer mnoCer, and s muetk as possible tehatfiat phraas avruied e so 
that perns hao hAte not ntede Itee ayb totiur ltdy, mg not on(y be aunaed bst instrcted. 

'Tle raidlleA on tilie Lea-tiar treable will lae lightl l b Eletricilty, a piea.g exiperimenSt. 
Seminaries atietitieai, ana prirate Pt'rties at thteir own ita susc-S -rrtis trena. be kitOwls by app$ying to Mta CLARKE. 

050 Petuin unasqasttilite wiath experiasensl Pi py can a mitsa ts ,iaiiae (f ttE ouut'at iii atSu tt-tnertitiE tteritnist% its thi Cottrsae, ts wetl 
is tte igtsla aeaaadreiea the tiqsp i ttta-- tus its sesa the itei t pado t i g ic u.* ai( atatsiit. uuu tiieal iCttrarutisati, isa a tg,ly 
pelsed is1 aiYti cma esosFrtrie se is sciuiaua.lama is}l ouia nasiwede'- sach S asiiau ciiit (ii so it ciaiau.-itiiuua igti s4taii uea,aaeislcts c teed, 

Te Doerg to o pete tt t Ell it I n the Lt etsre to c6inteare prec .ish/ at SErEX o'Cl t cacit Et ?ting, 

Admiassion t aa Esngle L tetIe, 2' alit- rA tha I e Lhete cture s-- GCi6ltyna Sg, -d., to caha Leturce. 
esa I osaig bev had aI auu.rji urosi Tx till rFoer 

On THURSDAY Mtrnuinz Jat. ICo1th at Eleen a Cl rca preicisciy. the First Lecture sulll tl repeated. 

(LA'RR a iT ci5ttR E\ti.HmI0 STitin- M. 20 TS5t- , 

Fig. 2. Advertisement for lectures on natural philosophy, 1823. CouIrtesy 

Mfanchester Pttblic Libraries, Manchester, England. 

and commiiercial history. Similar themes and motivations underlay the more 
formally constittuted Manchester Academy, established in 1786.37 

37 Ibid., 37; Henry, "On the Advantages of Literature and Philosophy," '14; and Henry to 
Benjamin Rush, May io, 1784, 'Benjamin Rush Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, 
Phliladelphia, Pa. Neatly symbolizing the change in values, the academiiy still exists to(lay as a 
theological seminary called Manchester College, Oxfor(l. In the period 1786-98 it enrolled 
ninety-two students of "commerce" but only twenty students of "divinity." See Roll of Students 
Entered at the Manchester Academy (Manclhester, 1868). The lower cost, higher moral tone, 
and greater opporttuniity for self-discipline offered by the academy are diiectly contrasted with the 
situation at the English universities in Edward Percival, ed., The Works of Thotmias Percival M.D. 
(London, 1807), 1: lxxx. 
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692 Arnold Thackray 

Dissipation did not beckon only the young. William Turner, an honorary 
member of the "Lit gc Phil," pointed out to his own Newcastle audience 
that those "who retire from the burdens of an active and laborious life" 
could find in natural philosophy "a fund of entertainment which will have 
the additional charm of novelty, and . . . this advantage, that [it] will pro- 
duce none of those ill-effects on the body or the mind, which are the fruit 
of many expedients too frequently resorted to, of supposed amusement and 
relaxation." Air pumps, electrical machines, chemical apparatus, and natural- 
history collections offered more wholesome because more disciplined enter- 
tainment. The valuable accoinplishments of science would "give dignity to 
the possession of wealth, lessen the snares and dangers with which it is sur- 
rounded [and] provide a constant source of rational and innocent enjoy- 
ments." Increasing numibers of manufacturers accordingly turned to this 
"sweet entertainment and consolation," which promised to render them 
"more amiable, more useful, more happy."'8 

Of theological edification it is scarcely necessary to speak. Those auditors 
who so readily agreed with the Reverend Ralph Harrison that the Deity 
had rendered knowledge of natural philosophy "an abundant source of 
pure, exquisite and lasting enjoyment" sincerely believed the pursuit of 
such philosophy could only lead the student of Nature back to Nature's God. 
For Quakers and Unitarians, with lives focused on their chapels and meet- 
ings, such a congruence was doubly welcome. Here as in other matters 
Joseph Priestley was the supreme exemplar, joining theological to scientific 
researches in sublime confidence that "as these different pursuits have never 
yet interfered with, but have promoted eaclh other ... this will continue to be 
the case."39 

What theological edification encouraged. professional occupation inay 
also have dictated. Though late eighteenth-century Britain possessed no 
institutionalized career structure for men of science, careers in science were 
beginning to emerge: in their different ways John Dalton, P. M. Roget, 
and William Henry may hiave felt this stimtulus to the pturstuit and publica- 
tion of natural knowledge. In 1790 Dalton was still an obscure Kendal ped- 
agogue, writing somewhat desperately to his friends that "very few people 
of middling genius" became schoolmasters and arguing that "my inclina- 
tion would yet adapt itself to any business that promnised to be of advantage." 
Ten years later he was secure in Manchester, with a rising scientific reptu- 
tation and a growing role in the Literary and Philosophical Society, as setter 
of intellectual standards and as trusted adininistrator of scientific affairs.40 

Technological enthusiasm also played a role in the life of the society. 
Partictularly when it caine to encouraging manuifactuirers to pay their adinis- 

-Rs Williami Turnler, A General Ilroductlory Discour1.se . . . (Newcastlc-oni-Tynie, 1802), 15; 
A Sermtron Preached, 10, 24. 

39 A Sermon Preachled, 8; Joseph Priestley in Derby Mercuiry, Sept. 2, 1791. See also Webb on 
the English Unitarians. 

40 Thackray, Dalton, especially ch. 4. 
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sion fees, the hope of industrial advance through scientific research was a 
serviceable rhetorical theme: "The misfortune is, that few dyers are chem- 
ists, and few chemists dyers," declared Thomas Henry to the applause of his 
audience.4' Some visionaries-including Henry himnself-took the possi- 
bilities very seriously, invested mnuclh effort, and lost significant sums of 
money. But that many manufacturers hoped for or found technological 
advance and personal profit through the promnotion of science goes against 
the grain of the evidence discussed below. 

Science was probably more important in its role as value-transcendent 
pursuit. Natural knowledge was inevitably espoused with particular mo- 
tives, for particular ends, by particular means. It was no more free of 
conscious and unconscious values than any other activity of man. Yet 
because the area of discourse was the natural rather than the moral world 
and because all participants agreed that there existed impersonal and 
timeless laws of nature, appeal to which must prove decisive, science was 
felt to offer a neutral means of communication between often hostile groups. 
"Bigotry and party rage" did lead to mass resignations from the society on 
several occasions. The strain induced in the society in 1785 by the appar- 
ently innocuous proposal to raise a subscription for Joseph Priestley's epoch- 
making researches into the chemistry of gases indicates how hard it was 
to divorce natural philosophy from politics or religion. This strain, how- 
ever, should be set against scenes such as that at a 1788 meeting of the 
town's fustian and calico manufacturers, where the opposing leaders 
Thomas Walker and Robert Peel "collared each other, and all was vio- 
lence."42 In contrast to such alternatives, science was an activity that enabled 
different elements of the town's aristocracy to come together and to express 
their cultural solidarity and social cohesion in face of both the local 
lumpenproletariat and more traditional English elites. 

Other cultural modes-music, painting, literature-also offered possi- 
bilities as polite knowledge and value-transcendent pursuit. To a lesser 
extent they could be a professional occupation or rational entertainment. 
But as theological instruction, as teclhnological agent, and especially as 
intellectual ratifier of a new world order, natural knowledge commanded 
cognitive domains closed off from these other forins. These genres were 
also more integral to the central value system of eiglhteenth-century England, 
and for that reason less suitable as expressions of alternative values. Thus 
by adaptation and default natural knowledge became the cultural mode 
of Manchester, as of those otlher industrial towns adumbrated by Bernal. 

41 Henry, "On the Advantages of Literature and Plhilosophy," 27. 
42 The first resignations came with the formation of the College of Arts an(d Scicllecs it] 1783, 

and further unease arose with the grant to Priestley in 1785. See Henlly to Rushl, May lo, 1784, 
Rush Papers; and J. T. Rutt, Theological and Miscellaneouts Works of Josepht Priestley, 1 
(London, 1831): 423-24. The formation of the Manchcster Academy in 1786 led to further strains, 
while the failure of the society to adopt the formal motion of conldolence to Priestley in 1791 was 
the occasion of still more resignations. For the 1788 altercations among Manchester manu- 
facturers, see W. Bowden, Industrial Society in England Toward the End of the Eighteenth 
Centuiry (New York, 1925), i68. 
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IT REMAINS to discuss the scientific work undertaken by meinbers of the 
Literary and Philosophical Society, how that work reflects the place of 
science in their lives, and its relationships to the Industrial Revolution 
then transforming the whole of their environment. To do this I shall 
examine the characteristics of new groups joining the society at ten-year 
intervals and also explore the activities of particular individuals and families. 

Table i shows that the founding group of twenty-four included fourteen 
medical men, four gentlemen (one the president of the infirmary), one 
Unitarian minister, one captain in the army, one tutor to a nobleman's 
son, and two manufacturers: altogether an eminently polite group. The 
entry of manufacturers and Anglican ministers during the rest of 1781 is 
particularly evident. All but one of the Anglican ministers wvere to resign 
only two years later in protest against the progressive aims and ambitions 
of the College of Arts and Sciences. It is remarkable that these guardians 
of traditional order joined the society at all. The fact testifies to the reality 
and the limitations of natural knowledge as a value-transcendent pursuit. 
It also points to the local influence of arriviste manufacturers, merchants, 
and medical men. Such men found their natural gathering place in the 
socially, politically, and intellectually exclusive meetings of the Unitarian 
Church. Manchester was and is the national center of this grouip, Cross 
Street Chapel its cathedral. It is nicely symbolic that the chapel was con- 
siderably extended in 1780 as manuifacturing converts joined its progressive 
ranks. 

Though only four of the "Lit &- Phil's" twenty-four fouinders vere Uni- 
tarians, they included its three prime activists-Thomas Percival (vice- 
president in 1781 and president for 1782-86 and 1789-1804), Thomas 
Henry (secretary for 1781-87, then successively vice-president and president 
until his death in 18i6), and Thomas Barnes (Unitarian minister and vice- 
president for 1781-84). Fuirtlher identification of the society with rational 
ends is provided by its homne in rooms attaclhed to the Unitarian Chapel, 
from a few months after the society's inauigutration uintil December 1799, 
and by the fact that the ministers at Cross Street from 1781 to 1851 were 
not only members of the society btut also active in its affairs.43 Slhifts in 

43 As a creed and as a denomination Unitarianism uinderwent a slow, comiiplicate(d evolution 
in the half century following 1760; fol illstanice, it was legally prosciribe(l unitil 1813. Divisions 
among Unitarians rarely led to schismii, and that exaltationi of the rational ani(l progressive per- 
sonified by Joseph Priestley was clharacteristic of all parties to Unitariani (loctrine. See Sir Thoiimas 
Baker, Memorials of a Dissenting Chapel . . . Being a Sketchl of the Rise of Nonconformitv 
in Manchester . . . (London, 1884); E. L. H. Thomas, Illutstrations of Cross Street Chlapel 
(Manchester, 1917); H. McLachlan, The UIiitaiian Movement in the Religiouts Life of Eniglanzd 
(London, 1934); J. D. Gay, Tile (Geography of Religiont itn England (Lon(lon, 1971), especially 
181-83; an(l Webb on the Unitarianis. At the height of their prosperity the Unitarians ha(l o>nly 
five chapels in Manchester, but an influence far beyond(I their numbers. On the society's meeting 
place, see Nicholsoni, "Literary and Philosophical SociCty," 119-20. The onily minister niot to 
join the society hadl a correspon(lingly brief stay at Cross Street (1825-27). All the others (the 
chapel ha(l two minister.s at any one time) joine(l the society andl most serve(l oni its cotincil. 
Similar Unitarian coteries, with similar culturlal orientationis, existed in other provinicial centers 
of commerce anid manufacture: for Derby see J. Y'. D. Peel, Herbert Spen5 e-er (Lond(loni, 1971), 
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this alliance between science and social values are illustrated by the changing 
percentages of Unitarians among different peer groups of recruits to the 
"Lit & Phil" (see table 2). The rise over the years to 18io was interrupted 
only by the period of repression in the 1790s, when alliance with such a 
progressive denomination called for some temerity. The decline is equally 
precipitous. By 1850 the only Unitarian joining was a minister. Man- 
chester's aristocracy of manufacturers, by now legitimated and secure, 
abandoned both science and advanced religion as appropriate cultural 
symbols. The great manufacturing families found social issues, practical 
politics, and the reform of Oxbridge to be matters more congenial to third- 
generation taste. The sharply lower percentage of manufacturers among 
those joining the society after the Napoleonic wars were men of more 
modest wealth and different type. 

A significant development in the years after Waterloo was the steady 
rise of those with a "professional" interest in scientific research. By 185o, 
fourteen per cent of the peer group was directly in higher education, and 
the total was larger still if we include the diminishing, changing band of 
medical men. Neither of the medical men in 185o-52 had infirmary con- 
nections, but one was a lecturer in a proprietary medical school: of the seven 
in the 1840-42 group only three had infirmary connections, while three 
lectured in medical schools. Other shifts were also occurring. Most noticeable 
is the arrival of engineers as an explicit, self-confident group. Richard Rob- 
erts, in 1823, was the first to join the society, although he had already been 
in Manchester for seven years. By the 1840S the number and influence of 
the engineers were considerable. The character of the manufacturing group 
was also changing, with far fewer cotton spinners and a growing number of 
chemical manufacturers, metal workers, and others whose technical interests 
had a closer association with the possibilities offered by physical science. 
It may be that the social forms and images that characterized natural knowl- 
edge in the "consolidating" phase of the Industrial Revolution, say after 
1850, gave rise to the tradition of interpretation thiroughl which Halevy and 
others misplaced by at least half a century whatever direct links existed 
between science and technology within the Manchester Literary and Philo- 
soplhical Society. To search for stuch connections in the period 178o1i840 
is to miss the deeper cultural meaning of the spectacuilar growth of science 
durino the British Industrial Revolution. 

The pattern of the earlier period is clear, at least if one takes the granting 
of patents as an indicator of concern withi technical improvement. None of 
the founding inembers of the society took ouit a patent, while of those join- 
ing later in 1781 only two mantufactturers did so. Neither have any publica- 
tions to their names nor any detectable role withiin the scientific or admin- 
istrative life of the society. On the other hand two gentlemen and eight 

ch. 2; for Norwich see Robert K. Webb, Harriet Martitneau: A Radical Victorian (New York 
1960), chs. 2, 3. 
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medical men did publish scientific papers (there were, of course, also theo- 
logical and antiquarian publications). The nearest the one publishing manu- 
facturer came to any equation of science and technology is itself revealing. 
Thomas Kershaw, a calico printer, wrote on "The Comparative Merit of the 
Ancients and the Moderns with Respect to the Imitative Arts."44 

The group who joined in 1789-92 show the society in a more settled state. 
A druggist took out two patents, and a cotton merchant had procured a 
patent twenty years before joining the society. Again, neither member pub- 
lished or played an active role within the society. Scientific publications were 
undertaken by four medical men (forty-four per cent of their group) and five 
manufacturers (thirty-nine per cent). The papers of this latter set scarcely 
provide strong evidence for any science-and-technology linkage. One manu- 
facturer wrote "Observations on the Advantages of Planting Wastelands" 
while another examined "Spontaneous Generation" and "The Production 

TABLE 2 

Period of Joining Percentage Who Were 
the "Lit & Phil" Size of Group Unitarians 

Founders 24 i6% 
Rest of 1781 22 18% 
Total of above 46 17% 

1789-92 30 23% 
1799- 1 803 26 12% 
1809-l1 27 30% 
1819-22 27 22% 
i828-32 28 15% 7 

1840-42 40 10o 
1850-52 28 4 % 

of Air by the Freezing of Water." One investigated the "Weight Increase of 
Heated Bodies on Cooling." Only two composed on obviously technological 
themes. James Watt, Jr. gave "Some Account of a Mine in Which the 
Aerated Barytes is Found." Thomas Hoyle, a calico printer, wrote "On 
Oxygenated Muriate of Potash," thus providing a paper in which a subject 
of industrial importance received direct if not scientific attention.45 

Of the group that joined between 1799 and 1803, one tape manufacturer 
eventually secured a patent, while one medical man wrote on physiological 
subjects. None of the manufacturers ventured any scientific publications. 
The high point of manufacturing involvement in the society was in 

44 Manchester Memoirs, 1 (1785): 405-12. The obtaining of a patent, as revealed by files at 
the Patent Office, London, has been taken as the measure of concern with advancing technology. 
See also B. Woodcroft, Alphabetical Index of Patentees of Inventions, 1617-18952 (London, 1854). 

45 See Thomas Richardson, "Observations," Manchester Memoirs, 4 (1796): 345-68; Joseph 
Priestley, Jr., "Spontaneous Generation," Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, 
6 (1809): 119-28, and "Production of Air," ibid., 5 (1802): 36-41; Thomas Henry, Jr., "Weight 
Increase," Manchester Memoirs, 3 (179,0): 174-77; James Watt, Jr., "Some Account," ibid., 
598-608; and Thomas Hoyle, "Oxygenated Muriate," ibid., 5 (1798): 221-42. 
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1809-11, with some fifty-six per cent of the new mneinbers coining from 
this class. None took out patents or published any scientific papers. Of the 
manufacturers in the 1819-22 group, one procured a patent, published an 
obscure mythological paper, and otherwise played no part in the society. One 
manufacturing chemist published a brief note on "The Discovery of 
Selenium in the Sulphuiric Acid Made from the Pyrites of Anglesey." Of the 
one other publishing merchant it was said that "the greater part of his 
ninety two years were devoted to the study of science." The Royal Society 
Catalogue lists sixty-four of his papers. Like his classic i86i Monograph of 
British Spiders, all John Blackwell's publications were devoted to natural 
history.46 

ENOUGH HAS BEEN said to illustrate the sterility of any simple thesis about 
the technological purposes of Manchester science in the Industrial Revolu- 
tion. It remains to examine the broader cultural meaning of that science 
as revealed in the life-patterns of some leading local families over three or 
four generations. This analysis will point up the striking extent to whichi 
natural knowledge was the private cultural property of a closely knit, con- 
tinually intermarrying, almost dynastic elite, and how that elite's ambition 
to move toward the center of affairs provided fuel for political reform move- 
ments and for changes in the nature of the nation's science. Six Unitarian 
families provided almost five per cent of the society's membership (28 out of 
588 members). More strikingly, their members held office for a collective 
total of 144 years, or for 4.5 years each on average, occupying between them 
twenty-five per cent of the available offices. The families in question were 
the Gregs, the Heywvoods, the Henrys, the McConnels, the Philipses, and 
the Robinsons. 

The fortunes of the Greg family began in 1780 when Samuel Greg left 
Belfast to join uncles who were modest fustian manufacturers in Manchester. 
Samuel established mills at Quarry Bank, outside the town. He also took 
up Unitarianism and in 1790 joined the Literary and Philosophical Society. 
He never held office or puiblished, but he did send his two sons to the 
"scientific" University of Edinburgh. Each married into the family of an- 
other Unitarian (Robert Hyde Greg clhose a dauglhter of Robert Philips, the 
manufacturer, while his brother William Rathbone Greg, espoused Lucy 
Henry, daughter of William Henry, the physician), each entered the Greg 
business, and each joined the "Lit & Phil." Robert was a model employer 
and a man of scientific and horticuiltuiral tastes. The Geological Society of 
London attracted his particuilar interest, and by lhis death in 1875 he had put 
together "the best private collection in England" in the field of mineralogy. 

46 Samuel Robinson, "Sketch of the Life and Writings of Ferdoosee," Matnchester Memtloirs, 
9 (1824): 1-63; Edmund P. Thomson, "Discovery of Sclenium," Annals of Philosophy, 9 (i825): 
52; John Blackwall, Monograph of British Spiders (Lon(lon, i86i); and see Proceedings of the 
Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, 21 (1882): 141-42. 
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This eminently respectable interest was comiiplemented by a taste for experi- 
mental farming, which he carried on in Hertfordshire. The polite science 
of the mill-owner mineralogist was allied with the reforming interests of 
the economist and liberal politician (M.P. for Manchester, 1839-41), and 
the concern for social order of a founder of the Mechanics' Institution. 

William Rathbone Greg was the first secretary and later the president 
of the Manchester Statistical Society, thus aiding, reformist endeavor. He 
also participated in the early years of the British Association for the Advance- 
ment of Science. Moving to London and the comptrollership of Her 
Majesty's Stationery Office, lhe was finally to become an elegant and apoca- 
lyptic prophet of doom. Perfectly expressing the changing values of Man- 
chester's elite, he wrote WV. E. Gladstone in 1852 that 

I am one of a considerable and daily increasing class who belong to the liberal 
party by early connection, long and active association, and by many surviving 
opinions also, who are yet decidedly conservative in all that relates to the further 
infusion of the democratic element into our Constitution. We still consider our- 
selves earnest reformers, but tlhoroughi anti-democrats.47 

Scientific interest and connection with the "Lit & Phil" did just survive 
into the third generation in the person of Robert Philips Greg, eldest son 
of Robert Hyde Greg. Like hiis father lhe was educated at Edinburgh Uni- 
versity and joined the Geological Society. He was also a founder of the 
London Mineralogical Society and its treasurer for a number of years. Before 
he was fifty, however, he had retired to the family estates in Hertfordshire, 
there to pursue "the peaceful and beneficient life of an active and useful 
country squire." At his death the mineralogical collection went to the British 
Museum, and the Gregs' connection witlh science, Manclhester, and Uni- 
tarianism ended after tlhree generations.48 

The Gregs are atypical in that it was the second, not the third, generation 
which was caught up in political and meliorist social activity, though still 
turning toward science. The Henry family provides a inore familiar pattern. 
Thomas Henry was the son of respectable Anglicans, who kept a boarding, 
school in Wrexham. The expense involved deterred them from their plan of 
sending him to Oxford University and into the Chturch. Instead he was 
apprenticed to a stuccession of apothecaries incltuding one in Oxford, where 
he literally spent time on the margin of established society. Henry settled 
in Manchester in 1764. His practice prospered. In 1778 he became visiting 
apothecary to the infirmary and began to be noted for his "medical atten- 
dance, for the most part on the more optulent inhabitants of the town and 

47 William R. Greg to W. E. Gla(dstone, Apr. 4, 1852, Add. MSS 44,371 f 283, lBritisll Muscum. 
49 F. Collicr, "Samucl Grcg an(d Styal Mill," Mancheseter Memoirs, 85 (1943): 139-56; obituiary 

of Robert Hyde Greg in Manchiester Guardian, Feb. 23, 1785; William Hcnry to Charles Babbagc, 
Aug. 7, 1835, Add. MSS 37,189 f 159, British Muscumlz; infor-mation in biographical filc, Man- 
chestcr Local History Library, MNfanclhestcr, Englaiid; an(d Proceedinigs of the Geological Society, 
63 (1907): Ixiii-lxiv. An exhaustivc study of the (lynastic patternis of intcrmarriage in the group 
is availablc in Gatrcll, "Mid(le Class Manchester." 
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neighbourhood." About this time he became a Unitarian and a chemical 
manufacturer. He was a founding meinber of the "Lit &c Phil" and held 
office continuously (withl one two-month break) until his death in 1816. He 
translated Lavoisier's Chemical Essays and published in meteorology, med- 
icine, chemistry, technology, and biography. His activities everywhere reveal 
the man of intellect and growing wealth, to whom science offered a means 
of self-expression not otherwise available.49 

Thomas Henry, Jr., his eldest son, was a signal disappointment. Sent to 
attend the chemical lectures of Dr. Bryan Higgins in London, trained in 
James Potter's Manchester fustian manufactory, apprenticed to Dr. Lyon 
(a Liverpool surgeon and corresponding member of the "Lit & Phil"), and, 
in 1790, matriculated at Edinburgh, he settled to no pursuit. In 1794 he 
joined Joseph Priestley in his emigration to America but soon returned. He 
died in the Virgin Islands in 1798. William Henry, Thomas's second son, 
proved more rewarding. He was educated at Edinburgh University. He 
married Mary Bayley, the daughter of another wealthy Unitarian member of 
the "Lit & Phil," and became a physician at the Manchester Infirmary, a 
chemical manufacturer, and a leading citizen. He was vice-president of the 
"Lit & Phil" for twenty-seven years, a fellow of the Geological Society, an 
F.R.S. and Copley Medallist (1809), and one of the principals at the founda- 
tion meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science 
(characteristically, he spoke on Joseph Priestley). A succession of papers in 
chemistry, electricity, and medicine flowed from his pen. His central role in 
Manchester science was reinforced by his refinement of manner, his elo- 
quence of speech, and "his wealth and habits of entertaining freely."'50 

His own son, William Charles Henry, was eduicated as a private pupil of 
John Dalton, who taught him "the great and leading doctrines of chemical 
philosophy," then at Edinburgh University, in Cambridge, and at the Paris 
hospitals. He also studied in Berlin and was one of the earliest English pupils 
of Justus Liebig at Giessen. By the time he returned home in 1836, he was 
the best trained and widest-traveled man of science of his generation. Elected 
F.R.S. and a fellow of the Geological Society, he was appointed as local secre- 
tary for the 1837 Liverpool meeting of the B3ritish Association, and at the 
same time elected a vice-president of the Manchester "Lit & Phil." He thus 
had every incentive and opportunity to devote his life to scientific researchl. 
As Leonard Horner noted when he dined witlh "the elite of the mercantile 
aristocracy of Manchester" in 1836, "Young Dr. Henry was there.... [He 
has worked] in the laboratories of Mitscherlich and Henry Rose, as scien- 
tific chemical research is his great occupation. His father is very rich, and he 
is an only son, so that he lias no occasion to practise [medicine]."51 

4D See obituary notices for Thomas Henry ill Matnchester Memoirs, 8 (1819): 204-40, and 
Monthly Repository, i i (i8i6): 435. I am in(lebte(I to Drs. W. and K. Farrar for letting me 
consult an(I dIraw on their extensive uinpublishc(l stuidy of the Heniy famnily. 

50OSee obituiary notices for William Henry in Manchester Memoirs, 11 (1842): (!)-141, and 
Christian Reformtter (1836), PP. 743-46. 

5' See obituary notices for William Charles Hcnry ill Matnchester Menoi)s, 44 (1842): 178-79, 
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On his first visit to England Justus Liebig was to describe the Henry's 
house as "a kind of palace," and to be "rather taken aback by the massive 
elegance of a rich English household." He records how hiis room was pro- 
vided with 

four kinds of washbasin, one for the lhead and face, one for the teeth, one for the 
lhands and a bidet. In the evening Henry had friends in for dinner, which was 
dreadfully boring for me; the servants came in black tail coats, kneebreeches and 
stockings, white gloves, three slaveys behind us, in short it was princely, but for 
me very dreary. I will say nothing about the food, still less of the dozen or so 
wines.52 

If Liebig found all this irksome, W. C. Henry found it equally unconducive 
to the austere life of a research scientist. Shortly after Liebig's visit he 
abandoned Manchester, science, and Unitarianism for the life of an Anglican 
squire in the Herefordshire countryside. Natural knowledge as a means of 
cultural self-expression was thus found redundant in the third generation. 

The Heywoods were a prosperous Liverpool family of Dissenters. Two 
brothers, Benjamin Arthur and Nathaniel, moved to Manchester as bankers 
in 1788. Within the century following the election of Benjamin Arthur 
Heywood in 1789, the family provided a further six members for the "Lit &- 
Phil": Nathaniel (elected 1796) and three of his sons-the first Sir Benjamin 
(1815), Richard (1822), and James (1833). Two of Sir Benjamin's sons, 
Oliver (elected 1864) and Charles James (1889), followed family tradition. 
Benjamin Arthur, Nathaniel, and Sir Benjamin between them occupied 
the treasurer's office and thus enjoyed membership of the society's inner 
council continuously from 1791 to i850. The two brothers of the first gen- 
eration adhered to Unitarianism and to the society, without playing a par- 
ticularly prominent part in either. Benjamin Arthur remained unmarried, 
while Nathaniel made a suitably advantageous match with Anne, only 
daughter of Thomas Percival (by 1790 president of the "Lit &S Phil," senior 
physician in the town, and a figure of national stature). Sir Benjamin, their 
eldest son, was educated at Glasgow University, acquiring such a taste for 
science that he had a private laboratory fitted in his house on returning to 
Manchester and there "passed much of his tiine."53 

No scientific paper ever came from Sir B1enjamin Heywood's pen. He did, 
however, marry Sophia Anne Robinson, the daughter of Thomas Robinson, 
who was a merchant, a Unitarian, and a librarian to the "Lit Sc Phil." Sir 
Benjamin was essential to the success of the Mechanics' Institution, subscrib- 
ing liberally and, as president fromi 1824 to 1841, enunciating and elabo- 
rating the possibilities of science for the social control of the lower orders. 

and Manchester Guardian, Jan. 9, 1892. Sec also William Heiiry to M. Napicr, June ig, 1814, 
Add. MSS 34,611 f 8i, British Museum; an(d K. M. Lyell, e(d., Memoir of Leonard Horner 
(London, 1890), i: 326-27. 

52Justus Liebig to Mrs. Liebig, Aug. 9, 1837, Baycriischc Staatsbibliothek, Muinich, Gcrmiany, 
quoted by the Farrars. 

53 See T. Heywood, A Memoir of Sir Benjamitin Heywvood (Manchester, i888), especially p. 24; 
an(d Baker, Metnorials of a Dissenting Chtapel, l o8, 1 1 1, 115 , passim. 
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Those same arguments wlhich in the 178os had been used to awaken the 
interest of a new elite were now recast for the benefit of those in more 
humble stations. By the 1820S it was otiose to stress the possibilities that 
natural knowledge held out for Manchester's rulers. They were too occu- 
pied with the prospects of national political power on the one hand and 
local social unrest on the other. For control of the latter natural knowledge 
was one of the means that came automatically to hand. 

As Heywood put it to the assembled artisans in 1825, "the better knowl- 
edge of your business, and the qualification to make valuable improvements 
in it [which lectures in chemistry and mechanics vill provide] . . . are the 
surest means of advancing yourselves and your families in the world." 
Should such advancement not be forthcoming 

it must also be remembered that the Mechanics' Institution will afford you 
entertainment as well as instruction. . . . To any wlho in search of amusement are 
accustomed to spend their evenings frequently in a public house, or indulge in 
other sensual gratifications, I can promise, if they will assert tlhemselves a little 
at first, far more amusement from this institution. 
Two years later, following a brief but severe recession in trade, Heywood 
was able to point out how "the patience with which the working classes 
have borne their severe sufferings is far beyond my praise. I delight to think 
of it as one result of those juster views wvhich education necessarily implants 
in the mind."54 

Sir Benjamin was a fouinder of the Royal Manchester Institution-a 
society designed to bring art and science before the petit bourgeoisie of 
the town. Like the lower ranking Mechanics' Institution the R.M.I. was an 
offspring of the "Lit Sc Phil," created and controlled by members of the 
more ancient body. In their proposal of 1823 its founders admitted their 
hope that the R.M.I. would "have the pleasing effect of remnoving prejuidice, 
of softening the asperity of party feeling, and of fixing the public attention 
upon an object, with regard to which vehement differences of opinion can 
hardly be expected to arise." "The storms of religious or political animosity" 
would thus be avoided. It was intended to include in the institution a 
museum for the Natural History Society and to provide the commodiouis 
lecture room long lacking in "a town which, during- half a centuiry, hlas been 
honourably distinguiished for its attachmiiient to science." Howiever, in a 
passage revealing of the clhanging priorities in Manchester culture, the 
prospectus argued that literature and the arts "tend, even more perhaps 
than the sciences themselves, to diffuse throuighl the discordant elemlients 
of society a pervading einotion of friendly symnpatlhy and Mutual satisfac- 

54Sir Benjamin Heywood, Addresses Deliviered at thle Manchester Mechanics' Institltlion 
(London, 1843), 13-17, 29-30. Sce also M. Tylecote, Thze Mechanics' Institutes of Lancashire and 
Yorkshzire before 1851 (Manclhester-, 1851); and Harol(d Silvcr, The Conrcep)t of Popular Educration 

(Londoni, 1965). 
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tion."55 Though science might still be appropriate food for the proletariat, 
art was increasingly to the taste of the commercial aristocracy, and per- 
missible to the respectable middle class. 

Heywood was also a trustee of Cross Street Chapel, a supporter of the 
Manchester Academy, and a moderate Whig. He served as an M.P. for 
Lancashire in the critical days of 1831. The London acquaintance then 
developed, led to a home in the capital, a baronetcy (1838), the sending of 
two sons to Eton and two to Harrow, a judicious change to Anglicanism 
(1842), and, with almost too symbolic a timing, his election as an F.R.S. soon 
afterwards. Two of his sons eventually joined the Manchester Society. 
Neither made any contribution or held any office. As liberal Anglicans their 
public spirit and charity were irreproachable-Oliver Heywood became the 
first honorary freeman of Manchester in i888-but their interest in science 
was negligible. 

Sir Benjamin illustrates a flowering of scientific and civic concern charac- 
teristic of the Manchester aristocracy in its second generation. That same 
tendency may be seen in his brothers Richard and especially James. James 
was educated at Edinburgh University and entered the family bank. The 
property he inherited on the death of Benjamin Arthur in 1828 enabled 
him to abandon this dull pursuit and go to Cambridge. Duly entered, with 

55 "Proposal of 1823" in packet B.4., Archives of the Royal Manchester Institution, Manchester 
Central Library. 
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William Whewell as his tutor, he graduated a senior optime 1833 and 
proceeded to the Inns of Court. He later married a daughter of John 
Kennedy, another "Lit &- Phil" member and manufacturer, practiced a 
little, and became a Liberal M.P. for North Lancashire in 1847 and 1852. As 
such, he was to move the 1850 request for a Royal Commission on the ancient 
universities. He also found time to assist in founding the Manchester Geo- 
logical Society (1838), to become an F.R.S. some time before his eldest 
brother, and to serve as president of the Statistical Society of London and 
chairman of the Royal Historical Society. He "maintained at his own expense 
a lecturer in Civil Engineering in connection with the secular side of the 
[Manchester] College." Such interest could not survive another generation, 
though the Heywoods continue to prosper to this day as suitably southern 
English gentry.56 

Similar patterns may be seen in the cotton-spinning families of the 
McConnels and the Robinsons, and in the powerful Philips clan, who were 
active in silk manufacture, cotton spinning, and merchandizing. One strand 
of this last family may provide an illustration. John Philips was one of three 
cousins descended from an obscure merchant. By the 178os all three were 
associated in various Manchester manufacturing enterprises. All were Uni- 
tarians, and all joined the "Lit .c Phil" in the early 1780s, without taking 
any active part in its affairs. John Leigh Philips, son of John Philips, further 
built up the family business and created a sensation when he arranged for 
his mills to be lighted by gas in 1805. He was active in the "Lit Sc Phil," 
served on its publication committee, and developed a renowned natural- 
history collection. After his death the collection was bought at auction for 
over ?5,ooo by Thomas Henry Robinson. It then formed the basis around 
which the Manchester Natural History Society organized in 182 1. John Leigh 
Philips's two sons both seem to have left Manchester, Unitarianism, and 
science-the one to become a landscape painter, the other a naval officer.57 
The Philipses thus provide a classic example of adhesion to the society by 
the money-making first generation, flowering of scientific talent in the sec- 
ond, and overt movement from these alternative values toward the cultural 
center in the third generation. The same patterning may be observed among 
the manufacturing elite of other provincial English towns. For instance 
Jedediah Strutt of Belper was a Unitarian manufacturer. His son William 
was noted as a man of science while his grandson became an Anglican, a 
liberal politician, and a peer. A contemporary observer of the Unitarian 
scene correctly noted the symbolic fact "that in opulent families the carriages 

56 See Heywood, A Memoir, especially 140-45; obituary notices in Manchester Memoirs, 42 
(1898): Ix-lxi, and 50 (1906): xxxii; and MSS D.4., notes by A. J. Naylor in Unitarian College, 
Manchester, England. 

57 Faraday, "Philips Correspondence"; F. Nicholson, "The Old Manchester Natural History 
Society and Its Museum," Manchester Memoirs, 58 (1913): 1-13; and "Extracts from the Minute 
Book of the Manchester Society for the Promotion of Natural History," MS 378-42 M 6o, 
Archives Dept., Manchester Central Library. 
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of the third generation always carried their possessors away to the national 
Church." Judicious marriage was central at each stage of this clharacteristic 
social trajectory. Daughters played correspondingly important roles. When 
Jeremiah Marshall of Leeds prospered as a merchant he moved to the 
Unitarian chapel earlier associated with Joseph Priestley. Marshall's son 
John-equally an outsider to the traditional elite of Leeds-pulrsued busi- 
ness, science, and the daughter of another Unitarian merchant. John Mar- 
shall's eldest son was called to the bar, elected to Parliament, and became 
an Anglican and a country gentleman. Two younger sons married daughters 
of the Chancellor of the Exchequer. One daughter married a peer (Lord 
Monteagle), while a second symbolized another aspect of these same transi- 
tions by her marriage to William Whewell, master of Trinity College and a 
leader of the new movement to serious science in Cambridge.58 

The Manchester "Lit &c Phil" was neither defined nor delimited by Uni- 
tarians and manufacturers, as table 1 has made clear. Other significant, 
dynastic groups within the society included the surgeons and some Anglican 
families. The surgeons, at least in the first two or three decades, tended to 
be local men, craft educated by apprenticeship, loyal members of the estab- 
lished church, and jealous of the liberal principles, cosmopolitan ideas, and 
higher status of the growing number of physicians in the town. Typical 
examples are to be found in the Hall and White families. Surgeons had 
obvious reasons to adhere to the "Lit & Phil" from its earliest days. Other 
Anglicans were more cautious. The mass entry and subsequent egress of 
Anglican ministers has been indicated. Such Church-oriented manufacturers 
as the Peel family chose to stand aloof from the society in its early days; the 
first Robert Peel joined only in 1799 when the initial radical thrust had been 
thoroughly blunted. It was the physicians and manufacturers congregated 
at Cross Street Chapel who gave the "Lit k Phil" its tone, its energy, and its 
orientation. Quakers, Anglicans, surgeons, barristers, and gentlemen might 
all add their contribuitions. Yet it was that particular combination of polite 
knowledge and progressivist philosophy also represented in Unitarianism 
which was best to express the allegiance of these new men and turn their 
zeal to scientific ends. 

The polite, indeed ornamental, nature of the science most likely to be 
pursued by Manchester manufacturers in the Industrial Revolution has 
already been indicated: John Leigh Philips, mill owner and natural his- 
torian; Sir Benjamin Heywood, banker and clhemical adept; Robert Hyde 
Greg, cotton spinner and mineralogist; such examples can be multiplied 
without effort. The second generation of the Hibbert family (linen mer- 
chants and Unitarians) gave rise to the geologist and antiquarian Samuel 

58 See W. G. Rimmer, The Marshalls of Leeds: Flax Spinners (Cambridge, 1960). The Uni- 
tarian elite features as a major strand of that "Intellectual Aristocracy" analyzed by Noel Annan 
in J. H. Plumb, ed., Studies in Social History (London, 1955), 243-87. Quotation cited by Webb 
from Lewis B. Bowring, ed., Auttobiographical Recollections of Sir John fBowring (London, 

1877), 388. 
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Hibbert-NVare; joseph Evesleigh, hat manuifactuirer, was a significant bota- 
nist; john Moore, a Unitarian and retired merchant, was active as a zoologist, 
botanist, and horticultuiralist; Eaton Hodgkinson, son of a respectable 
farmer, moved to Manchester in i8i i "to satisfy [his] tlhirst for scientific 
knowledge and society"; john Blackvell, retired linen importer, was a 
world authority on spiders; Tlhomas Glazebrook Rylands, cloth and wire 
manufacturer, was a noted astronomer and natural historian; and John Ken- 
nedy, machine maker and mule spinner, was a devoted friend of science 
over many years.59 L. J. Henderson was certainly correct, though in ways 
he did not fully appreciate, wvhen he argued that "science owes more to the 
steam engine, than the steam engine owes to science." 

John Kennedy is wvorth further examination since he exemplifies much 
about the society. He had only the most rudimentary formal education, hav- 
ing been brought up in the remote mountains of Kirkcudbrightshire. In 
1784, on route to his spectactular career in Manchester, he heard some 
lectures by john Banks, itinerant natural philosopher. These lectures "laid 
the foundation of his future tastes." As an obituarist noted, 

There were few disinguislhed men in the scientific world witlh wlhom [Mr. Ken- 
nedy] was not acquainted and on terms of friendly intercourse. . . . In private 
society Mr. Kennedy hiad the manners and conversation of a gentleman, acquired, 
not from his edtication, but from hiis subsequent intercourse with the best society. 
He hiad great discrimination, an(d would never associate witlh any but those of 
suiperior attainments . . . during a long period of years hie was a regular attendant 
at the meetings [of the "Lit & Plhil"]. 

The relationships betwveen science, technolog-y, and the Industrial Revolu- 
tion find one of their classic expressions in the picture of john Kennedy, 
self-educated cotton spinner and Unitarian, sitting in Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge, deep in scientific conversation wvith NVilliam hVIievell, the future 
master."0 

Two of Kennedy's daughters wvere to marry within the dynastic elite of 
the "Lit K Plhil": one to james Heyvood, the other to Samuel Robinson. 
Robinson was a merchant, a Unitarian, and a promoter of the Manclhester 
Statistical Society. Another daughter married Edwvin Chadwvick, the sanitary 
reformer. Kennedy's only son was to make the classic transition from the 
alternative value system to the central one. Despite his Unitarian back- 
ground and early eduication John Lawvson Kennedy wvas sent to Cambridge, 
where he subscribed to the Articles of Religion and graduated. He was called 

59 Mrs. Hibbert Ware, Life and Correspondence of the Late Samniel Hibbert Ware (Man- 
chester, 1882); J. T. Slugg, Remiiniscences of Manchester Fifty Yea-s Ago (Manchester, 1881), 
184. See obituaries for: John Moore in Manchester Guardian, Mlay 18, 1857; Eaton Hodgkinson 
in Manchester Memoirs, 22 (i865): 145-204; John Blackwall in The Entomtiologist, 14 (i88i): 
145-50; and John Kennedy in Manchester Memiioirs, 21 (1862): 147-57, and Christian Reformier, 
11 (1855): 772-74. Also see R. D. Radcliffe, A Memzoir of Thomias Clazebrook Rylaulds 
(Warrington, i90oi). 

6f0Manchester Memoirs, 21 (1862): 147-57; William Whewell to XNV. C. Henry, May 8, 1832, 

Houghlton Library, Harvard University, Cainbri(lge, Mlass. 
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to the bar but did not practice. Instead lhe extended the family's manufac- 
turing wealth. He did join the "Lit & Phil," but he plainly felt no need to 
express his separation from the central values of English society. Instead he 
was a great reader, an art fancier, and a good sportsman especially fond of 
hunting. The family estates, the family business, and his duties as a J.P. 
were the occupations of a wealthy man assimilated to, not alienated from, 
the wider society in wvhich he lived.6' 

IF THE ENDURING impact of Manchester science within the Industrial Revo- 
lution is not to be found in its teclhnical implications, that impact was none 
the less real. Further facets of it may be seen in the three areas of context, 
clientele, and concerns. 

This account has taken for granted ratlher than emphasized the wvay that 
wider cultural valuations of natural knowledge and concern wvith it led to 
the creation of institutions and roles in which professional men of science 
could flourish. The ambitions expressed by Manchester spokesmen in the 
1780S did not include this aim. But creation of the "Lit &< Phil" and of a 
host of lesser institutions, with audiences, publications, occasional paid posi- 
tions, libraries, apparatus, chemicals, mineral cabinets, biological collections, 
and prizes and legitimating titles, made scientific careers possible. Of major 
men of science within the society, only WVilliam Henry and James Prescott 

joule grew up in Manchester. They both enjoyed second-generation wealth, 
and their devotion to science exemplifies the values of the city's newv elite. 
In contrast John Dalton, William Sturgeon, and Lyon Playfair all came 
from outside and depended on Manchester institutions for employment- 
Dalton as a professor of natural philosophy at the Manchester Academy, 
Sturgeon as a lecturer in experimental philosoplhy at the Royal Victoria 
Gallery, and Playfair as a professor of chemistry at the Royal Manchester 
Institution. Other "outsider" professionals wlho made lesser contributions 
include M. L. Phillips, a professor of physical sciences at the Manchester 
Academy; R. A. Smith and F. Crace Calvert, both employed at the Royal 
Manchester Institution; and W. C. Williamson, the cuirator of the Natural 
History Society's museum. The heritage from this culttural context of con- 
cern for natuiral knowledge was later crucial to the mid-Victorian flowering 
of Owens College as a great scientific institution.62 

The Industrial Revolution also created a wider clientele to swell the 
rank and file of metropolitan as well as local scientific endeavor. The most 
obvious illustration is that 31 of the 588 men in this analysis (5.3 per cent) 

61 Manchester Memoirs, 40 (1896): 0o9-lo. 
62 As early as Nov. 9, 1836, James Heywvood was writing a friend that "the preselnt time [is] 

very suitable for the formation in Manchester of a college for the advancemenit of science." His 
plan was to model the college on the four sections of the British Association for the Advancement 
of Science and to overcome sectarian division "by placing a dignlity of the Churcli of England 
at the head of the Institution." See Letter Book of the College Comrnmitee, r836-x837, p. 37, 
Special Collections, Manchester University Library. 
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became F.R.S.'s and by their interest, efforts, and attention helped feed tlle 
growth of knowledge. Others played significant parts in national societies 
as varied as the Geological, the Astronomical, the Mineralogical, the Chem- 
ical, the Linnaean, the Microscopical, and the Statistical, while local societies 
in their tuirn offered fuirther ouitlets for national figures. The provincial 
origins and sustenance of the British Association for the Advancement of 
Science indicate how such uirban centers as Manchester were important 
recruitino, arotinds for national scientific endeavor. The early correspondence 
of the primle movers in the Biritish Association include such urgingos as "pray 
let us arrange ouir next ineeting in Manchester instead of Cambridge.... 
It is . . . a proper conmpliment to the manuifacturing interest (which, depend 
uipon it, is destined to become the goreat suipport of science)," together with 
muich mutuial concern abouit "the necessity of conciliating the manuifacturing 
class to ouir objects. "an 

Manchester in the Industrial Revolution provided context and clientele 
for science. It also gradually gave birth to wider concerns. As manuifacturing 
families in the second and third generation reached out to inore traditional 
prizes, reform was a cry they fouiild quite natural. They were concerned that 
science be more higghly valuied, whether in the Royal Society or in the teach- 
ing of Oxford and Cambridge. tTsing his obvious opportunity as member 
of Parliament James Heywood was to direct the 185o movement for a Royal 
Commissioin to examine the teachingo of the ancient uiniversities, just as 
another member of the "Lit . Phil" had earlier led the canmpaign to abolish 
their religious tests. Reformist nmen of science within the metropolis drew on 
suich provincial encouragement, while WVhig professors like Adam Sedgwick 
numbered third-generation Manchester men among their stuidents and sup- 
porters, as they sought to win a larger influence for their subjects within the 
Cambridge curriculum."4 

Suclh facts point us toward a new awareness of the decisive shifts repre- 
sented by the "second revolution" in English science, and the forces at work 
within it. Changes in science as a cognitive system-that is, in its conceptual 

B3 Babbage to C. G. B. Daubeny, Apr. 28, 1832, Daubeny Papers, Magdalen College, Oxford, 
England; Lord Milton to W. V. Harcourt, Jan. 24, 1832 (in private possession). The 1831 
foundation meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science was in York, 
the 1832 meeting in Cambridge. The Manchester philosophers declined to host the 1833 
meeting on account of their lack of large lecture rooms, an(d the meeting went to Oxfor(d by 
default. See William Henry to William Whewell, May 6, 1832, Whewell Papers, Trinity College, 
Cambridge, England; and Whewell to Henry, May 8, 1832, Houghton Library. 

64 See Christian Reformer (1843), pp. 726-30, for G. W. Wood's 1834 bill to abolish religiouis 
subscription in the national universities. A Unitarian and merchant, Woo(d was a fellow of the 
Linnaean and Geological Societies, one of ten founders of the Statistical Society of London, an(d 
a keen supporter of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. He wvas a vice- 
president of the "Lit & Phil" from 1822 until his death (in the society's rooms) in 1843. There 
are no scientific publications to his name, but he made major contributions to the scientific 
enterprise. See also John P. C. Roach, "The Age of Reforms," in The Victoria History of the 
Counties of England, Cainbridgeshire, 3 (London, 1959): 235-65. For the links between, for exam- 
ple, the Heywvood family of Manchester and the Marshalls of Leeds with such Cambri(dge men 
as Whewell and( Sedgwick, see Isabelle M. Percival, Reminiscences, Letters and Jouirnals of T. P. 
Heywood (Manchester, 1899), iG; and Rimmer, Marshalls, 225. 
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focuses, cultural aims, intellectual constructs, methodological affirmations, 
ontological claims, and investigatory techniques-are apparent if unan- 
alyzed. These changes interdigitated with profound transformations in the 
broader culture. At one moment the progressivist orientations, metaphors, 
and analogies of a self-conscious rationalism then novel in Englislh science 
served as the intellectual ratifier of a new, unfamiliar industrial world. Later, 
more cautious interpretations indicated shifting priorities in both scientific 
work and social life. A vastly expanded and newly self-conscious grouping 
of men of science faced an urban clientele that was both audience and patron. 
That same clientele also sought the role of active investigator. The novel 
business of creating and regulating the vastly expanded market in theories 
and information that resulted was a concern in which traditional metropol- 
itan savants could make common cause with emergent provincial profes- 
sionals. Systematic, factual investigations could safely be delegated to the 
swollen rank and file of scientific men, while the new scientific masters 
shaped the Britislh Association and the metropolitan disciplinary societies 
toward the roles of arbitrators and entrepreneurs of scientific theory.65 The 
launching of new journals, the flood of teaching manuals, the denmand for 
encyclopedia articles and advanced texts, and the creation of private and 
proprietary laboratories are further aspects of that differentiation and spe- 
cialization characteristic of an enterprise undergoing rapid evolutionary 
growth. Within this growth the form and texture of natural knowledge was 
itself transformed; through its second revolution. English natural knowledge 
became for the first time the "science" known by "scientists." 

Context, clientele, and concern indicate three areas in which Manchester 
science had a permanent effect upon the wider enterprise. It also had a 
deeper significance within the Industrial Revolution proper. Natural knowl- 
edge was a crucial component in the cultural world the Manchester elite 
created for themselves, as they sought to come to terms with the unprec- 
edented changes they lived thirough. Much in their effort was particular to 
their time and place. The ability to find in science a source of rational 
amusement, polite knowledge, self-discipline, or theological edification has 
inevitably decayed as science itself has evolved into ever more specialized 
forms. The use of science as a means of ordering experience, as a guarantor 
of rational belief in the possibilities of progress, and as a source of mental 
attitudes oriented toward change would seem to have wider significance. 
The receptivity of any culture tovard such beliefs may be as significant 
in assessing its prospects of rapid industrialization as attention to narrower 
if necessary questions about the supply of financial capital and trained 
technicians. 

Benjamin Disraeli's aphorism "what Art was to the ancient world, Science 
is to the modern" deserves reiteration, for, rightly understood, Manchester 
was indeed as great a hluman exploit as Athens. 

65 See the suggestive remarks in Roy Porter's "The Industrial Revolution and the Rise of the 
Science of Geology," in Teich and Young, Changing Perspectives, 320-43. 
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